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One woman's story

Life changes
after attack

PARKING PROTEST

She quickly drove to her
sorority house, where friends
called Public Safety to report
As she walked rapidly the incident.
through the Quad, the young
She immediately wrote down
woman breathed in the heavy a description of the man.
summer air. Her calves ached
An hour later, Public Safety
slightly, results of the laps called to report that they'd
she'd made around campus.
arrested a man on a bicycle for
She passed Wells Hall, slid- alcohol intoxication. They
ing into the shadows of the believed he was the suspect in
building. In front of her, she the woman's attack.
saw a man riding a bicycle.
"I truly think that he saw me
"He came toward me and I in front of Wells and I think he
thought he was going to hit me was looking for me," she said.
That same night, another
with his bike," said the female
student who asked not to be woman reported being grabbed
identified. "I had to jump out of by a man on a bicycle.
his way."
The two women identified the
She continued her walk, mov- same man in a photo line-up at
ing toward her car parked in the Public Safety office.
the campus lot next to the
The man was later arrested
Campus Coffee Shop.
for sexual abuse in the third
"I parked it next to the street degree, a misdemeanor, and is
under a street light where I awaiting preliminary hearings.
knew it was safe,• she said.
The attack has changed her
As she neared her car, she life, the student said.
heard something behind her.
She finds it difficult to sit
Turning, she saw the same near men in her classes. She
man on a bicycle.
doesn't walk on campus at
"He grabbed me hard, but I night anymore, and she finds
screamed and got away," she herself looking over her shoulsaid. "I got into my car and der more frequently.
locked it and watched him go
See ATTACK/Back Page
into the Quad."
BY MANDY WoLF
NEWS EDITOR

On Wednesday, Loyd "Ed" Buhler Jr., sophomore from Hurray,
proved that a protest does not have to consist of large crowds
united for the same cause. Tired of the parking situation, Buhler
drove his car onto the pedestrian mall between Ordway Hall
and the Price Doyle Fine Arts Center and began a one-person
campaign to improve parking at Murny State. (below) Buhler
constructed a giant replica of a Hurray State parking permit
proclaiming the Inadequacies of the current facilities. (left) john
Posey (foreground), senior from Murray~ talks with Buhler
about parking and the problems It poses to students. (above)
Hartin Wells, public safety officer, and Mike Young, assistant to
the vice president of Student Affairs, approach Buhlet about his
action. He was later escorted off C*mpus.

Assault arrest made
front of the Campus Coffee
Shop.
At 11:25 p.m., an officer
arrested a man matching the
suspect's description behind
the Price Doyle Fine Arts
Building.
The man, Williams, was
charged with alcohol intoxication and was lodged in
Calloway County District Jail.
That night, at 11:54 p.m.,
another woman reported being
grabbed in front of the Boy
Scout Museum, also by a man
on a bicycle.
"He grabbed her from behind

BY MANDY W OLF
NEWS Eonoa

A Benton resident has been
arrested and charged with two
counts of third-degree sexual
abuse after the attack of two
University women Sept. 9.
The suspect, James L.
Wil1iams, allegedly grabbed
each from behind as they
walked through campus.
Joe Green, associate director
of Public Safety, said the office
learned of the first incident at
10:25 p.m. The woman reported being grabbed in the · buttocks by a man on a bicycle in

Photos by
Danny Vowell

See ARREST/Back Page

BY jENNIFER POTIER
A~slsTANT Cot.LIGE LIFE Eonot

Nathan Brown, guitarist
and songwriter for the
group, said their mUBic can
be described as "jump blues
and rockabilly" and is based
in the traditional blues and
swing style.

Following in the footsteps of
Elvis, Murray's local blues
band, The Shack-Shakers,
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"We are really concerned
with preserving the style of
music in the 1940s, 50s and
early 60s," he said "We
recorded the CD in two days
to get a live studio sound."

Recordin~

Studio in
Memphis.

"I just looked it up in the
phone book and gave them a
call," said Brian Berryman,
guitarist. "I didn't imagine we
would be able to afford it, but
it was not that outrageous."

Seven of the 11 songs on
the CD are originals. Brown
said he and lead singer Josh
Though Sam Phillips did not
Wilkes based the lyrics on
personally oversee the band's
Seth Dixon/Staff their own experiences.
recording sessions, Roland
j osh W ilkes and Brian Be rryman
For example, Berryman
Janes, former guitarist for pe rform on stage W ednesday night
said "Ridin' On The L&N" is
Jerry Lee Lewis and Roy
at Lucy's In Nashville, Tenn.
about the railroad that runs
Orbison, did.
through Murray. Wilkes'
The CD, "Those Legendary Shack-Shakers," is grandfather worked on that railroad.
available in Murray at The Wag and Creatu~s
of Habit and Allen's Music in Paducah, as well as
See BAND/Back Page
at the band's perfonnances.

Police investigate charges
made on SGA account
BY C.D. BRADLEY
VIE\VPOINl EDITOR

Confusion is engulfing the investigation of fraudulent
charges on the SGA credit account at Wal-Mart.
At the SGA meeting laat week, it was announced that on
June 10 someone had gone to the local Wal-Mart and charged
merchandise to the SGA account. It is not known whom the
person was.
Captain Tom Phillips of the Murray State Police said that
consumer products worth $249 worth were charged to SGA. He
said there was an ongoing investigation into the matter, but
the University Police were only assisting the Murray City
Police.
"We're looking into it," Phillips said. "However, it happened
Wal-Mart, so we are only helping the Murray Police on this
case."
However, Mike Jump of the Murray Police said the investigation is the domain ofthc Murray State Police.
"They have not asked us to help," Jump said. "We would be
glad to help, but we have never been contacted (by the
University Police)."
Derek SomervilJe, SGA president, said the person was apparSee MISSING FUNDS/Back Page

News
Pipeline to the east
Plans are being finalized to open a
Murray State English Language
Institute in Beijing, China, by March
of 1997.
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Webflowers

Playmaker

Recording artist Tom Petty, along
with others, make
our list of the 25 best
Web pages.

Reginald Swinton will be a prime
target for the Racer
offense against
SEMO Saturday.
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Connecting with the campus

WEEK IN PREVIEW

The Campus Connection Volunteer Center, a division of
American Humanics, is searching for volu nteers among Murray
State students, faculty and staff.
• The Family Resource Center's Community Resource Fair is
Sept. 28. Volunteers are needed to sort clothes and to help at
the fair.
• The YMCA is having an arthritis swim at Murray State on
Monday through Thursday mornings and needs volunteers to
assist the swimmers getting in and out of the pool.
•The Murray Independent Schools have several opportunities
for volunteers interested in helping during or after school hours.
• West View Nursing Home needs volunteers to help feed the
residents. Training is provided. For more information call ·
Shannon Hall at 762-6117.

Friday, September 20
•Fair - Book fair, 8 a .m. to 4 p.m., Wells Ha ll, room 423. Sponsored
by Kappa Delta Pi and the Nationa l Education Association.
-Nominations - Homecoming queen nominations, noon, Student
Government Association.
•Cinema International- Presents "II Postlno" (The Postma n), 7:30
p.m., Curris Cente r Theater. Admission free.

Saturday, September 21
•Dancers- Native American performers, 10:30 a.m . a nd 2:30p.m.,·
Wickliffe Mounds Research Center. For more information call (502)
335-368 1.
•Play ·Patio play, 2 to 4 p.m., lower patio of the Curris Center a nd
Cutchin Field. For childre n (ages 3 to 16) of non-traditional students, faculty and staff. Re freshme nts provided.
.
•Cinema International - Presents "II Postino" (The Postman), 7:30
p.m., Curris Center Theater. Admission free .

Community education courses
Graduate Management Aptitude Test preparation courses
begin Oct. 19 and continue through Nov. 23., from 9 a.m. to
noon. Included in the price of the course are two diagnostic
tests, study materials and 15 free hours through America Online
to the Kaplan web site. The instructor is adjunct faculty in the
department of economics and finance. Registration fee is $296.
Graduate Record Examination test preparation courses begin
Nov. 3 and run through Dec. 10, 1 to 4 p.m., including two diagnostic tests, study materials and 15 free hours through America
Online to the Kaplan web site. Instructor is instructor in
Murray State's English Language Institute. Registration fee is
$295.
A sign language course begins Sept. 24 and continues through
Nov. 14, with classes scheduled from 7 to 9 p.m. Tuesdays and
Thursdays. Registration is $63 for Murray State students. For
more information call the office of community education at 7622160.

Geoscience improvement grant
Burl Naugle, associate professor in geosciences, has received
an instrumental a nd laboratory improvement grant from the
National Science Foundation.
The grant will improve undergraduate instruction in the
department of geosciences at Murray State. Co-authors of the
grant project titled "Enhancement of Mapping Sciences at
Murray State University" are V. Lynn Shelby and Haluk Cetin,
also geoscience faculty.
A total grant of $52,187 was awarded which, along with
University match, will be used to purchase PowerPC computers,
an mM RS/6000 classroom server, color inkjet printer and
remote sensing and geographic information system software to
be housed at the Mid-America Remote Sensing Center classroom. The undergraduate curriculum in geosciences has been
modified to include more remote sensing, geographic information
system and computer mapping instruction.
The new e9uipment'and software will allow extensive handson training in these rapidly-evolving disciplines.

Sunday, September 22
•Dancers - Native American performers, 10:30 a.m. and 2:30 p.m.,
Wickliffe Mounds Research Center. For more information call (502)
335-3681.
•Meeting - Overeaters Anonymous, 7:30p.m., private dining room
at Murray-Galloway County Hospital.

Monday, September 23

Andy l ee/Senior Photographer

Adam McKenzie, freshman from Murray, practices h is in-line
skating technique. T he recent drop In temperature a llows stude nts to take advantage of the outdoors.

Fall city-wide yard sale
The Freedom fest fa 11 city-wide yard sale will take place
Saturday, from 7 a .m . to 3 p.m. Maps with sites of yard sales
and descriptions of items to be sold and are available for $1 at
the Murray Tourism Commission office today from 7:30a.m. to
4:30 p.m. and Saturday from 6 a .m. to noon. For more information call 759-2199.

•Fair - Book fair, 8 am. to 4 p.m., Wells Hall, room 423. Sponsored
by Kappa Delta Pi and the National Education Association.
•Mee ting - College Republican meeting, 4:30 p.m., Curris Center,
Barkley Room.
•Meeting - Overeaters Anonymous, 7:30 p.m, private dining room
a t Murray-Galloway County Hospital.

Tuesday, September 24
•Recital - Faculty s howcase recital, 8 p.m., Farrell Recital Hall in
the Price Doyle Fine Arts Center.

Wednesday, September 25

Community resource fair

•Exhibit • Two-person exhibit by Charlene Epple and Brent
Thompson in the Clara Eagle Gallery in the Price Doyle Fine Arts
Center.
•Exhibit - Emily Wolfson, weaver, Curris Center Art Gallery.
•Drive ·Blood Drive, 10 a .m. to 6 p.m. , third floor, Curris Center.
Free t-shirts and pizza.
•Meeting - Overeate rs Anonymous, 5:30p.m., private dining room
at Murray-Callaway Hospital.
•Meeting - Chi Alpha meeting, 7 p.m., Curris Center Theater.

A community resource fair will be held from 9 a .m. to 2 p.m.
on Sept. 28 at the Calloway County Middle School. In addition,
a clothing exchange will be held at the National Guard Arnlory.
Lunch will be served at the Calloway Councy Middle School
ca feteria from 11 a.m. to 1 p.m.
· For more information call Shannon Miller a t 759-1905.

•Drive- Blood Drive, 10 a .m. to 6 p.m., third floor, Curris Center.
Free t·shirts and pi:ua .
,
•Meeting - Alcoholics Anonymous meeting, 6:30 p.m., Ohio Room,
Curris Center.

Thursday, September 26

PEACE CORPS .
"THE TOUGHEST .lOB YOU'LL EVER LOVE,.

The world needs your experience.
We are recruiting for over 1000
volunteer positions in Education,
Environment, Agriculture, Business,
Health, Nutrition, and other areas.
Call to discuss your qualifications.

FOR MORE
INFORMATION CALt

-

1-800-424-8580
WWW .PEACECO RPS.GOV
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111 Wilson Hall, 2609 University Station

The Murray State University Housing office has the
following employment opportunities for
students this semester!

Residence Hall
Security Guard

Alpha Sigma Alpha
Annual

Softball Saturday
Tomorrow

11te Residence Hall Security Guard position is

an integral pan of the security services provided
to the residents of Murray State University Housing. The
Residence Hall Security Guard works from midnight until 8 a.m. in
the residence halls. The Residence Hall Security Guards are
responsible for helping maintain the security of the "residence hall
by conducting security checks and assisting residents with
concerns. Applicants must be a full-time student.

To r egister
please call:
762-4943
762-4938

Contact Terry Burgess at 2310 for more information.

Murray State University
Murray, KY 42071-3301
World Wide Web htt ://www.thenews.or
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The Murray State News Is distributed
free to students. faculty and staff during
the fall and spnng semesters. Newspapers
should be available by 9 a.m. on Fridays at
the following buildings on campus:
Curris Center, Winslow Cafeteria, Wells
Hall. Spans Hall, W1lson Hall, Business
Building, Faculty Hall, Blackburn Science,
Fine Arts, Stewart Stadium, Physical Plant,
Mason Hall. Waterfield Library, Industry
and Technology Center, Ordway Hall and
l owry Center.

News ........................
msunewa@ldd.net
a.;
·
College Life .................msuJHe@ldd.net
Sports ,_................MmsusportOtdd.net
Viewpoint .................................................

msuvlew@msum uslk.mursuky .edu
Generavcatendar ........thenews@ldd.net

This newspaper is a member or
Associated Collegiate Press, Columbia
Scholastic Press Association, Kentucky
Press Association, and Kentucky
Intercollegiate Press Association

L

Fnends and alumm may subscnbe to
The Murray State News by contacting Joe
Hedges at 762·2998 or Orville Herndon at
762-4491. A one year subscription Is $10
payable in advance.

NTINQ
This newspaper is printed on recycled
newsprint at The Murray Ledger & Times,
1001 Whitnell Ave., Murray, Ky. 42071.
Photolithography work appearing in
The Murray State News IS produced by
lila MCCuiston at Murray State
University's Pnnting Services
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.Specializing in
M, N, S, SS widths.
30 yrs. experience in
custom dyeing.

Located 641 South Puryear, TN
247-5796

*Bar-B-Q & P izza
*Pool Tab les
*D art Boards
*V i d eo Gam es
*Large Screen TV
Monday thru Saturday 8 a .m. - midnight

Located S. 12th St. in Southside Manor

Mon.-Sat. 9 a.m.-5 p.m.
753-8339

MSU establishes new ELI in China
about this culture," Easley said.
Micheal Morgan, Director of the English
ASSISTANT NEWS EoiTO•
Language Institute emphasized the opporMurray State is looking for opportunities tunity this would provide for the
to expand recruitment in the east, but not University to bring a great deal more
just the far side of the state, the far side of Chinese students to Murray State.
the world.
"China bas one fifth of the world's popuThe University is currently involved in lation." Morgan said. "TTlls is a very impornegotiations with Chinese officials to open tant market and it is a great opportunity
a Murray State English Language for Chinese students to be exposed to
Institute in Beijing. The institution is ten- Murray State and what we have to offer."
tatively scheduled to open in March 1997.
Alexander said that Murray State will
Interest in an English institution in have a big advantage because it will be in
Beijing was sparked after a trip to China the forefront in China. Unlike other locaand South Korea last May by President tions there are no other universities with
Kern Alexander, Chairperson of the Board facilities in,Beijing.
of Regents Sid Easley, and Regent Wells
"We really felt fortunate that we were on
Lovett.
an inside track with the city of Beijing and
The University was given the opportuni- the People's Educational Press," Alexander
ty for involvement in this institute as a said.
result of the University's association with
The University hopes the program will
Dr. Yushin Yoo, professor and coordinator be taught by MSU faculty who have gone
of the English Language Institute. Yoo was through the Teacher's Education Program
invited to Beijing by the People's Press and for teaching Foreign language, in addition
officials from the city of Beijing because of to students who go through the program
his work with international programs in and learn how to not only speak English
South Korea and Taiwan.
but teach it.
This will be the first institute of this kind
The university does not have a detailed
involving MSU and University officials are curriculum for the institute but they plan
excited about the potential benefits this to establish a master's degree program in
program could have.
business administration and possibly a
"It sounds like an excellent opportunity masters in public administration.
for Murray State to become involved in the
MSU will not contribute any money to
Chinese culture. It's particularly beneficial the institute. It will be funded entirely by
for our students to experience and learn the tuition of the students of China.

Bv

SARAH WIGHT

September7

4:27 a.m. Rre alarm at the.Special Education Building.

Students will be selected for the program
based on their success on Murray State
instructional material. The People's Press
will select the best students and bring
them to the institution in Beijing. Institute
planners hope that after about six months
students will be able to learn enough
English to transfer to Murray State.

September9

8:41 a.m. Special Education building · fire alarm accidentally pulled.
4:35 p.m. Elizabeth College fire alann but no fire.
8:13p.m. Michael C. Hendrix (Paris, Tenn.) cited for running stop sign
near Elizabeth College.
10:25 p.m. A female student reported being grabbed by white male on
a red mountain bike as she left the Wilson Hall area.
10:25 p.m. James l. Williams arrested for alcohol Intoxication in a public place. Was lodged in the Calloway County District Jail. While there,
Williams was served a bench warrant from the district court for failure to
appear in court on a previous charge.

a

"It will be a feeder system for Murray
State," Alexander said.
University officials admit that it is difficult for Chinese students to come to the
U.S.; however, they hope that having a
center in Beijing and the connections they
have made in negotiations will make the
process easier.

September 10
8:21 p.m. Rre alann was set off In Faculty Hall.
8:22 p.m.A Citation was issued to John W. Gwaltney, Jr. for running
through a stop sign near Elizabeth College.
9:17 p.m. A fire alann was set off in Faculty Hall.

"We feel this will help us by having a
institute in Beijing because right now it is
very difficult for Chinese students to come
to the U.S. because they aren't granting
visas," Morgan said.

September 11
5:05 p.m. Bookbag was reported stolen from Carr HeaHh. It was later
recovered.
10:50 p.m. A fire alarm was activated at Hester College.
September 12
12:15 a.m. Springer College desk reported a person window peeping. A
person was found going through the trash to find cans. The person was
requested to leave.
6:17p.m. Rhonda Caughlin reported the theft of a radar detector from
her vehicle while parked near Hart Hall. The incident is under investigation.
7:49 p.m. Regents College had a practice fire drill.
10:37 p.m. University police transported a female from 15th and Olive
Blvd. to Murray-Calloway County Hospital. The woman appeared to
have a broken ann. She had been roller-blading around the Fine Arts
area and fell.

The MSU representatives gained a better understanding of what Chinese students go through to get to the U.S. during
their trip to China.
"On our trip we went through the process
and waited in line with seven students,"
Alexander said. "We went in with them
and negotiated with the consoler to try to
get them out. We were only able to get
three ofthe seven out, but we learned how
to do it and we prepared instructions for
our Beijing institution people."

September 13

10:20 p.m. Clinton P. Lartdns was issued a citation for allowing an unlicensed driver to operate his vehicle. The driver was 14 years of age.

Enrollment reaches top number
"
BY MIICKI TAYLOR
Roooma

Enrollment at the University
has reached record-breaking
numbers, said Phil Bryan, the
dean of admissions.
With an influx of both freshmen and transfer students,
enrollment is being watched
from all parts of campus.
There are currently 8,382
students at MSU, and enrollment numbers are expected to
increase.
The previous record was set
in 1976, with final enrollmen t
status at. 8,350 students.
Bryan also said enrollment

has
greatly
ment.
increased
I don't think the
"1 defisince the 1995
nitely
chose
increase in enrollment
fall semester.
Murray State
numbers will discour- because of its
Last year,
there
were
small size,"
age students from
8,166 students
said
Holly
deciding to attend
enrolled at the
Sloan, freshMurray State.
" man from
University.
There has
Crystal Lake,
Michelle Martini Ill., "I didn't
also been an
11
percent
like how my
increase
in
sister
was
new freshmen, and a six per- treated at a larger university."
cent increase in undergraduate
Michelle Martini, freshman
transfer students.
from Memphis, Tenn., said the
Some students chose to size of the University and the
attend Murray State beCause of size of Murray had a big impact
its small, personal environ- on her decision to attend school

September 14

3:30 a.m. Calloway County District Jail advised that Jordon F. Barnes
was arrested and jailed for a DUI and Donnie J . Sutton and Eric D.
Chaney were arrested and jailed for alcohol intoxication.
3:58 p.m. A citation was issued to Jennifer Lynn Golson for running
through a stop sign located near Hart College.
8:07 p.m. A citation was issued to: Bradley N. McDonald and .
Christopher T. Utile for alcohol Intoxication. Both were lodged in
Calloway District Jail.
8:13 p.m. Franklin College reported someone throwing a chair through
the 4th floor study lounge window. The physical plant made the repairs
to the damaged area.

here. "I don't think the
increase in enrollment num·
hers will discourage students
from deciding to attend Murray
State," Martini said. "However,
I would like for the numbers of
students to stay under 10,000."
Scott Tudor, junior from
Clay, likes the small size of
Murray State for another r eason.

September 16

7:31 p.m. Regents College fire alann sounded. Caused by someone
cooking In the kitchen. No fire was found.
9:37 p.m. White College fire alann sounded. Caused by clothes dryer
on the 6th floor. No fire was found.

"I think the smaU size of the
classes makes it easier to
learn," Tudor said. "I don't
think that a small increase in
the number of students will
change the fact that Murray
State is a small college."

Information for Police Beat was gathered and compiled by the Murray
State News staff from materials available to the public at the Public

Safety office.
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For Homecomming '96

Classi

Contras

305-A S12th St.

753-6666
Now accepting declining balance
after 9 p.m. Carry-out or delivery.

Next to Dumplins

RACER SPECIAL
Large one topping
·$6.98 +Tax

753-7441

ATTENTION ALL RENTERS
If you live in an apartment house that has more than two

dwelling units in it, smoke detectors are required in each
apartment in the building.
If no smoke detectors are present or are
present but not working properly the owner is in violation
of the Kentucy Standards of Safety.
Please report any conditions that may be a fire hazard.Please contact this office if any of these conditions exist.
Fire Marshal's Office
Monday-Friday 7:30 a.m. - 4 p.m.
762 - 0320 or 762 - 0321
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VIEWPOINT
liN OUR OPINION
]
MSU makes
inroads in China
Murray State University is currently in negotiations to open ari English-language institute in
Beijing, in March 1997.
We find it admirable that MSU, a relatively small
school, has the vision to plan such a project. It is the
first project of its kind undertaken by MSU, and it
gives the school a foothold in a huge market for students which heretofore has been left alone.
The Murray State English Language Institute
would give MSU a pipeline directly from Beijing
which can further enhance our student pool. It also
gives the University a larger international profile.
Thirdly, it sets the groundwork for students from
Murray State to eventually visit and study in China.
Kern Alexander, Sid Easley, and Wells Lovett,
went to China last Spring on their own money and
because of that visit, they have enhanced Murray
State. We should hope for that sort of dedication and
those kinds of results all the time. MSU does not
even have to fund this institute; the student's tuition
pays for everything (does that sound familiar?). All
around, it is a great deal all around.
The administration deserves to be commended. A
school viewed by many outsiders as a hick town college with an institute in China? It seems that
Alexander didn't let his enthusiasm be dampened by
other's perceptions. That is the best we can hope for
in a president.

Be safe on campus
In light of recent events on campus, students and
faculty might be rethinking Murray State's "Safest
Campus" claims.
We have to remember that co.mpared to other campuses in the state, we are pretty safe. On the other
hand, we don't live in a never-never land filled with
good people who never hurt anyone.
All it takes is a little common sense. Don't walk
alone at night. Lock your car doors. If you park far
away from where you're headed at night, call Racer
Patrol and get an escort. This is not difficult.
Above all, remember this: With a little common
sense and an ounce of prevention, there is no reason
for anyone to feel unsafe on campus.

\\~IYI)
Parking has problems
To the editor:
Wednesday morning's activity was not just to "defy" authority. I was just trying to get students to think. Everyday, in
every class, I hear students
complain about parking, but no
one ever comes up with a solution what to do about it.
Today I received some ideas
on how to help correct these
problems.
Short term solution:
Have zoned parking down the
sides of the one way lanes of
Olive Street. I realize that
Olive Street belongs to the City
of Murray, but I'm sure with all
of the revenue that Murray
State generates for this town
that they would cooperate. I
believe would could create an
additional 40 spots along this
area.
Long term solution:
Parking garages. This would
reduce the security patrols in
the "acres" of parking we now
have at Murray State. We are
bound to need it sooner or later.
At the rate that this University
is growing, soon we'll have to
park at Wal-Mart.
Something to do for now is
don't park where you are not
supposed to. You will get a ticket. Have you ever thought how
many tickets are given out each
day? 30, 40, 60? At the rate of
$15 to $20 per ticket, that
would add up to $4000/week,
nearly $200,000/year. What are
these funds being used for?
For now we just have to park
wherever. If you must park far
away and it is dark, you can get
an escort from Racer Patrol.
Get to class early, and allow
yourself a little more time so
you can get to class. You may
have to park further away than
you think; this will give you
time to walk.
If anyone has any more ideas,
feel free to write a letter to the
editor and voice your opinion.
Loyd "Ed" Buhler Jr.
Murray

Parking not simple

Writer disagrees with
1Jrotection'

While it would be hard to argue that there is not a
parking problem on campus, it seems debatable
what to do about it. While many people have opinions on the issue, not much seems to change.
One way or another, something is going to have to
be done about parking. It will soon reach the point
where people refuse to drive anywhere for days at a
time because they finally got a good parking space.
This is a problem on campus which something
needs to be done about. We need less talk and more
action, or this situation will never improve.

To the editor:
I'm writing about the article
last week regarding Marshall
County and its ridiculous act of
"protectuig" its children by gluing the pages of their schoolbooks together, cutting out th~
"big bang" theory. That is the
most ludicrous idea I've ever
heard in my life. School is not
only about reading, writing,
and arithmetic, it's about
teaching the students how to
think for themselves. The big
bang is a valid theory that is
taught all over the nation. The
person said that the reason it
drew attention was because it
was two pages instead of only a
few paragraphs.
Maybe that's because as the
theory is studied and looked
into farther, there is more evidence to back it up. It's a science book for the love of John,
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Rush, why can't the sororities
have the aid of the fraternities?
Also, why is it that any IFC
Hotdogger you go to, you will
see more girls than guys at
most of the fraternity tables?
Do fraternities actually expect
rushees to join their fraternity
solely based on the fact that
their fraternity has a large
amount of "special friends" at
their disposal? At Monday's
Hotdogger, some fraternity's
women were easily outnumbering the rushees. Th~ Pikes and
Alpha Sigma Phi, for example,
had fewer than twenty fraternity members present at their
respective tables. The female
friends of those two chapters
had almost twice as many girls
at their tables. The Sigma Tau
F rats shouldn't u se Gamma fraternity, for examwomen to gain pledges ple, had far fewer men or
women at their table to attract
To the editor:
the
honnone hungry guys.
I have been a student at
Guys
should be joining frater·
Murray State since the fall of
nities
for furthering their col1992 and have seen the IFC
lege
experiences,
friendships,
Hotdogger every semester since
education,
and
opportunities.
then. Each semester, I wonder
why it is that sororities and fra· Guys should not be joining fratemities have different pqlicies ternities because more girls
for Rush. The sororities do might visit one fraternity house
their thing at the beginning of more than another fraternity
the semester and cannot accept house. Clearly, the rules of frahelp from any other Greek ternities need to be ch~ged so
organization except their own. that all fraternities have an
The fraternities always influ- equal chance to grow. I guess
ence naive rushees with their the question boils down to this:
"little sisters, emerald sisters, "Should women play a part in
ladies of the talisman court," or fraternity rush?"
whatever you want to call
them. If the fraternities can Steve May
have the aid of women for their Murray

not the National Enquirer! A taken to Health Services after
lot of researchers worked hard her condition improved.
for the information; it's not
I have to praise the tw.> nurssome half-brained idea pulled es who came to her assistance,
out of thin air by some drugged- but I feel ashamed because of
up devil worshiper plotting the the students who, for whatever
downfall of the Christian move- reason, ignored this young
ment. The last time I checked, woman. As students, we must
wasn't the whole idea of telling look out for each other on this
people what to think and fore- campus. I am alarmed at the
ing beliefs on them what our indifference some people show
country is against? What are to others. As future fWlctional
these people going to do if the professionals, we all must be
•.:.tbeory-ie1M"'ven;4eok t~el.il- -w.tUbttt to~aeeis~4heee in their
' ~e':l in J~e ibase,men.!_.t~ev~ ... ~i~~ oi qeed. You never know
lettmg -them out except maybe'" wb:en -it-- might be you who
to, eat, so as to "protect". them? needs someone else's help.
Its sad when, even m our
schools, we can't teach students Christina Newport
to think for themselves.
Paris, TN
Chris Rissler
Louisville

We need to help our
fellow students
To the editor:
I was in class just moments
ago when I was glancing out
the doors and I noticed a girl
who looked like she was sick
and about to pass out. There
were two other people in the
hall who had to have noticed
this girl, too. I spoke to a friend
who was sitting beside me. She
went to check on her and then
realized that this young woman
needed medical help. So, she
came back to the classroom and
told the instructor. He then
called Public Safety and Health
Services. The girl was then
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Yes.

Yes. I feel we are very

I don 't really have an

l don't believe that

luc/..y as U.S. citizens

opinion because l

smaller countries

to have the freedoms

look back on the

should continue to be

we do. and should

good and bad results

dominated by larger

support those who

ofour intervention in

ones.

aren 't as fortunate.

other situations.
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Being lazy is not so bad
The Webster's definition
During the course of my life, I
have found many people asking mentions nothing reminiscent
me for favors that they could of the human composition of
have easily parts that make up the •zomdone
them· bie" like person I speak of. You
In
selves. J ust know the one who believes they
My
because
I will change the world by being
mea
nd
e
r involved in everything, includOpinion
through life ing exposing the truth regardwith a look ing the JFK assauination.
- _..
I
on my face
AB I look around and see
that screams, hands grind on temples and
"Hey, I have aspirins being chugaid down
nothing to with cans of Mello Yello, I can't
do!" doesn't imagine why this obsession
mean that I with trying to attain the busyMARK
am
tot ally body label is so inviting.
Just to digress for a second.
OORR
worthless.
Well, Who gave that soda ita name?
Columnist
worthless is It has more sugar in it than
one of those should be legally allowed! It's
words that is defined different- anything but mellow.
Anyway, since everyone else
ly by everyone. However, one
thing that is obvious in college seems so taken with the idea of
is the constant struggle to feel being busy, and ita advantages
something less tha'n worthless. (as if there are any), I have
They want to be popular, per- recently decided to take the
haps, or maybe consider ed opposite approach towards life.
I mean, in five years no-one will
smart by t heir peers?
No, what a college student be remembered for anything, so
really seems bent on while in why be stressed out about it.
college is being "busy." No
In order to decide if I have
longer is it fashionable to wear made the right choice I decided
out the r ewind button on your to probe the minds of those who
remote
while
watching continually complain about the
"Mallrats," drinking cases of rat-race that has taken over
Big K, watching your best bud their lives.
AB a general rule, the regular
attack a Racer Patrolman
"Wolverine Berserk" s tyle, or college classes are not the probattempt to punt the house cat lem; it's the extra-curricular
into the microwave night after activities.
night.
If you are still vague as to the
Webster defines busy as person of whom I am speaking,
actively engaged in work: occu- here's a little secret. They walk
pied. I really don't think that around sporting bloodshot eyes,
covers it. Maybe a new word an odd-paced gait that is remineeds to be developed like "sick- niscent of someone really needtastomch ."
·
ing to use the bathroom; or the

1 ·~~ i

greatest giveaway of all, a delicately placed verbal hint to
remind those within ear shot
that they are "busy.•
Getting required work done is
commendable. The world needs
people that work hard and contribute to the greatest society in
the world, but I find it humorous as to how far some will go to
beef up there resume with col·
lege activities.
Ia stuffing a resume worth
the headaches and sleepless
nighta?
It's a tough call, but when
reality seta in, and you realize
that getting a good start in the
world depends solely on who
you know and not what, you
may question why being busy
was so important.
I thought about the options,
and will chooee to relax and let
the rest of the world stress as a
result of it's self-inflicted pain,
and realize that the syndrome
of being busy revolves around
one thing - money.
The events are undertaken to
stack ones resume, which
relates to money, which then
again directly relates to love. If
you are confused, read my last
article or think about the cycle.
The next time you, the busy
people, feel overwhelmed and
long for the company of Jack
Kevorkian, take some time to
be alone and think.
Think about the future when
you will look back and wonder if
you made a di.fferenoe. Will you
be remembered for the hard
work put forth at the expense of
the other aspects of life? Be
realistic, and honest with yourself. I doubt it.

It is hard for me to keep up with thing• down there tmd
up here, too.
Sen. Wendell Ford, on a conference call from his Washington office, when asked
· about Kentucky Gov. Paul Patton's higher education reform plan (see page 8)

We have to grow, we will grow, but we will adjust our
quality as we go.
Kern Alexander, MSU president, on how growth affects the University (see page 6)

The test and the use of man's education ia that he finds
pleasure in the exercise of his mind.
J acques Barzun

I would rather be exposed to the inconvenience• attending too much liberty than those attending too amall a
degree of it.
Thomas J efferson

I am the inferior of any man whose rights I trample
under foot.
Robert G. Ingersoll

A wonderful fact to reflect upon, that every human crea·
ture is constituted to be that profound secret and mystery to every other.
Charles Dickens

MSU's parking shortages
raise interesting questions
How many students live offcampus? Many. How many stu·
denta live on campus? Many.
How many people are employed
by Murray State? Many. How
many parking spaces are there
on campus? Not so many.
Problem? Yup.
This University bas major
problems
with
parking.
Eve r yone
k n o w s
In
that... everyone except
those
in
Opinion
ch arge
of
parking, who
have their
own reserved
spaces.
Each
day, I see the
ticket-giving
people giving
tickets
to
people
parked
on
c u rbs ,
parked against fences, parked
in the wrong zone and I cringe.
I want to go up to these people
and tell them what I th ink
about the whole parking situation. I want to defend those
poor people who are in class
trying to succeed in this world.
There are no open spaces in the
commuter lots. They have no
choice. Well they do have the
choice of skipping class, but
then they will get a call from
the people in charge of student
attendance (see Sept. 13 issue:

"Go Racers!").
Just as I am ready to boil
over and unleash my hurtful
verbal attack, I remember that
it is not actually their fault.
It's just their job. Most of these
ticket-givers are real people, so
I let them go on with their business and hold my feelings in.
But no more.
I have learned that, although
I paid my 20 bucks for a parking permit, it is easier for me to
walk the 10 minutes from my
house to class than to find a
space on campus. I could drive,
but then I would have to leave
20 minutes before class. Even
with that, I will probably still
have to park illegally.
What irritates me the most
about this situation is the way
the whole problem is being
handled. A few semesters ago
the parking situation was pitiful . Those problems pale in
comparison to those of today.
The parking shortage was com·
pounded when someone had
the brilliant idea to tear out
some of the parking spaces on
campus and replace them with
JFK memorial grassy knolls.
AB of deadline, the parking
area on 16th Street near
Faculty Hall was a complete
debacle. There are six parking
, areas in the aforementioned
area - th ree lots for faculty
and three for commuting stu·
dents. The three faculty lots
are directly adjacent to 16th
street while only one of the stu·

dent lots border the campus.
The remaining two student lots
are behind the first - further
from campus.
Why do the professors need
to park closer to campus than
the students? They get here in
the morning, stay here until
the afternoon, and spend most
of their day moving from floor
to floor in the same building.
The students, on the other foot, ·
have to go from home to school,
to work, and back to school
again - all on a strict time
schedule. Don't get me wrong,
the professors are great and no
one will deny t hat they are an
integral part ofthis University.
They deserve perks, but they
don't need to monopolize the
best parking lots.
Also on 16th Street, you may
have noticed the freshly painted crosswalks. There are four of
these walkways. Very nice - ,
safety is important. The only
problem here is that the safety
of students is not as important
as t hat of the faculty. All four of
the crosswalks are connected to
the three faculty lots. The three
student lots are crosswalk-free.
Thanks.
Why not tear down the waste
of brick called Woods Hall or
the compar able Westside
Baptist Church building across
from Sparks Hall and build a
parking garage. l dare say if
that were to happen the
University might alleviate its
student-retention problems.

was maturing and reaching his
full potential as a runner. The
1976 Mont real Olympics
loomed righ t around the corner
and Prefontaine was considered the m an to beat in the
5,000 meters. Tragedy took
away his ch ance. On May 30 of
that year , Pr efontaine was
involved in a single-car accident and was killed. His death
crushed all of those who knew
him.
Prefon taine was the best
American distance runner,
possibly the best distance run·
ner in the world at the time of
his death . In eight years of
compet ition,
Prefontaine
obtained an incredible record.
Out of a possible 151 races,
Prefontaine's victories totaled
118. That is a 76.5 winning

percentage. He was the best.
A friend and rival, Rick
Riley, once said, "Last spring, I
ran several races there (the
University of Or egon); the
crowds wer e s mall and
reserved. It seemed that those
of us running in the meet were
only minor per formers and
that any minute the star would
appear and the crowd would
roar to life, athlete and spectator giving and taking wh atever
it is each needs and wants. I
stood there on the track near
the finish but he did not
appear. The magic was gone
forever.''

"The best of what's around"
is a new feature on the
Viewpoint page. It is designed
,..._ _ _ _ _...,. to allow
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BY jO HN RUSSELL AND
lARRY G ARNER
Gum· COlUMNISTS

To be the best at a specific
sport or event, Webster says
that one must exceed all others
in quality. That person is considered by all others to be on
top of his or her event.
To be the best is relative to
th e time period. Ther e will
always be people to run faster
and run farther, but for the
early to mid 1970s, Steve
Prefontaine was the best distance runner America had ever
known. During the peak of his
reign, Prefontaine held every
American record from distances ranging from 2,000 to
10,000 meters. This man truly

exemplifies what one looks for
in being the best .
Prefontaine was born Jan.
29, 1951, in Coos Bay, Ore.
After failing at football during
his eighth-grade year due to
his s mall size, he took up the
art of distance running. His
fre shman year in high school,
he began the cross country season as the seventh man on his
team, but ended his senior season as the fastest high school
distance runner in America at
that time.
As a collegiate runner at the
University
of
Oregon,
Prefontaine dominated in the
distance events. He won three
cr oss country titles and
reigned for four years in the
two-mile event. During his
career at Oreaon, Prefontaine

incredibly lost only two races.
Prefontaine also competed
internationally for the U .S .
and held his own against the
best runners in the world, capping off his collegiate career
with a fourth-place finish in
the 5000 meters at the 1972
Munich Olympics.
The next three yean of his
life were tumultuous. He had
to recover from a disappointing
loss in Munich, .and was
involved in a fight with the
Amateur Athletic Union to
gain rights for all American
track athletes. During this
time, Prefontaine became
Nike's original endorsement
athlete, earning $5,000 his
first year. Through all of this,
he continued to run, and win.
Durina 1975, Prefontaine

John Russell is a senior from
Grain Valley, Mo. I..arry
Garner is a senior from
Paducah.

you, our

EDITOR'S readers,
NOTE
to
get

t - - - - - - - - t involved
in with
C. D.
t h e
BRADLEY
.__
_ _ _ __ ___. paper.
Here's the deal. You tell u.s
what the best is: the best
product, the best day, the best
movie, the best whatever.
Send your entries to 2609
University Station, Murray,
Ky. 42071 or msuview@msumusik.mursuky.edu. Entries
should be 1-2 pages typed
double spaced and will be
judged on creativity.
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Murray State trades 'conservative
measures' for enrollment increases

··,

Bv AMY PoNDER
AssociAT£ EDITOit
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Murray State University has
been digging a little deeper in
its pockets to make ends meet
for students for the last three
years, and with record-breaking
enrollment announced, the
break away from conservatism
seems to be paying off.
Carmen Garland, director of
University scholarships, said
between June 1994 and June
1996 Murray State increased
.. scholarship awards by nearly

''

In years past we've always been
more cautious to stay within the
scholarship budget
Our present priority has put
recruitment and retention far
above conservative measures.

$300,000.

"•
~·
::
:•

At the close of June 1996, the University had
spent $940,795 in scholarship awards from the
general budget for Presidential, University,
John W. Carr and Achievement scholarships.
Achievement scholarships were developed to
recruit students who were ineligible for
Presidential, University, and John W. Carr,
scholarships. T}:lese scholarships range in award
from $200 to $4000.
Paul Radke, director of school relations
explained that the Achievement scholarships
have enabled recruitment efforts to shift toward
the "second tier" of students.
This tier, he explained, includes students who
may have scored between a 24 and 26 on their
ACT, and may not receive assistance from another institution despite the fact that they are good
leaders.
Adding Opportunities
In addition to scholarships awarded to stu·

''

Carmen Garland

dents from the general budget this fall, 140 additional housing and leadership scholarships were
awarded "to promote the new concept of
Residential Colleges," Garland sai~.
These scholarships cover room and board for
leaders nominated by high school superintendents, as well as students who have been recognized for contributing to campus life.
In addition to increasing the number of housing and leadership scholarships this year, most
of these were extended from one to two-year
awards.
The Price to Pay
Enhanced scholarship spending in June 1996
put the Office of University Scholarship
$214,369 over budget. Garland also said,
although figures for recruitment for fall of 199697 are not yet available, the amount allocated in
scholarships is once again over the budgeted
amount.
Breaking Ground
"ln years past we've always been more cau-

Food services w«;»rks to shorten wait
BY SAlAH MoRRIS

Food services baa taken atepe to apedlta
the situation. Hart Deli Gd :F-.t Traeb now
offer a hot food special on Monday tbrouch
A. they wait in line for dinner, some stu- Friday, consisting of a bot Sandwich or entree,
dents are hearing the sounds of nature rather s8lad, dessert and d.rink. The hot mod special
than the clatter of silverware as lines from went into effect lut week, ancl baa received
Winslow Dining Hall extend to the Hart positive :re~nse.
College law~
took leas time and offered a ehanp from
William Benriter, director of food services, Winslow cafeteria,• said Lori BeeJnn•nn,
said that the first few weeka of a new semes- freahman from Highland, m.
ter always involve acljostments
Benriter said that the renovation that
"'Many new freshmen are not aware of the
Winslow
underwent this 8\liJUDeJ' baa a1ao
cafeteria's hours or of the dining options
resulted
in
some probleme.
available on campus, which contributes to the
One
inconvenience
ia the loa of Dial-alength of linea,• Benriter said.
Menu,
a
telephone
service
that informs stuAlthough moat students seem to be ab1e to
dents
of
the
choices
being
offend
at the dinbear the wait for dinner, some upperclassmen
ing
facilities
each
day.
are not quite so patient.
Food services hopes to have Dial-a-Menu
"Last semester you could walk in. get your
within the week.
reinstalled
food, and sit down. Now, you have to wait 10
to 15 minutes and even then it is hard to find
For now, students may call Hart Deli or
a seat," said Mike Brackett, sophomore from Fast Tracks to ask about dailY hot food speLouisville.
cials.
lbPontl

"'t

tious to stay within the scholarship budget," increased number of students, will be uae4 to offGarland said. "That caution has kept us in a con- set the over-expenditures in the scbolanhlp budservative situation. Our present priority has put get.
recruitment and retention far above conserva"Murray State made a commitment to increase
tive measures. With our current high enroll- student enrollment," she said.
"It was genuinely felt that by increasing the
ment, that measurement has paid off."
amount
of scholarships we would be able to
Despite the debt that the Department of
and
.retain students of high academic
recruit
University Scholarships is currently looking at,
achievement,
leadership, and a high level of talGarland remains positive about what the awards
ent
which
would
contribute to our overall diverhave brought to the University.
sity."
"The marketing approach is
simply that if students were not
Scholarship Awards
going to come live in residential
F"JgUres taken from the close of June each year.
college system there would be
empty spaces, but if we recruit
1,000,000
them by housing scholarships
900,000
and they in turn purchase a
meal plan, that's new money
800,000
brought into Murray State," she
700,000
said.
Economic Impact
•
Tom Denton, director of
accounting and finance, said it is
too early to determine the economic benefits that the enrollment
increase will yield for the
1
campus.
"Generally speaking, those
enrolled that are above and
1994
1995
1998'
beyond budgeted tuition will, of
course, generate that much more
Years
tuition and fees," he said.
• $214, 369 over budget
Garland alSo anticipates that
Scholarship figures tor fall 1996 • 1997 are not yet available.
the revenue brought in by
increased enrollment, liB well as
Source: Dept. of University Scholarships
some of the auxiliaries and inciJon Lovwy/Graphics Manager
dentals brought in by an
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Enrollment rise hinders housing;
staff already planning for next fall
housed at the Best Western
Racer Inn between Aug. 24 and
Sept. 9, while they waited for
With enrollment at an all- available rooms in the
time high of 8,427 this semes- Residential College System.
ter, many students may be
Hulick said housing the nine
wondering how the University students at Racer Inn cost the
is handling concerns about the University about $10,000.
near-capacity state of campus
The housing situation has
housing.
improved as rooms assigned to
According to Paula Hulick, students who failed to show up
director of housing, the for the fall semester have
Residential Colleges can hold a opened.
maximum of 3,800 occupants.
Currently there are 185
Current occupancy stands at available slots for students
94 percent and Hulick says this interested in University houshas caused some conflicts.
ing.
"We are working on some
The housing staff is hoping to
changes from college to col- be better prepared for the fall
lege," she said.
of 1997, Hulick said. Tentative
The overcrowding situation. plans have slated Woods Hall
resulted in nine women being to open in the fall of 1997.
BY BRANDl 80WDLER
IEPOim

Woods had served as a
University residence hall since
the fifties, and was closed in
1994 for renovations.
In reference to the Woods
Hall project, Hulick said that
President Kern Alexander is
working with an architectural
firm to finalize building plans.
"Had we have had Woods
Hall on-line we wouldn't have
had any problems at all this
fall," Hulick said.
The opening of Woods would
allow another 350 students to
be accommodated on campus
next semester.
"Woods Hall would become a
residential college like all the
other dormitories and would be
co-ed," Hulick said.
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NEWS

Residential colleges get
national news exposure

RADIO GA-GA

BY MANDY WoLF
NEWS Eon OI

"

The University's residential
college system will be the focus
of a story in The Chronicle of
Higher Education.
Mary Geraghty, a repor ter
and writer for the magazioe,
will visit the campus on Sept.
24 and 25 to observe the system, as well as is facu lty and
students.
"I started becoming interested in the residential college
system about a month ago and
I wanted to write a story about
it," she said.
Geraghty said she located
Murray State through a world
wide web page designed for the
residential college system.
During her visit, Geraghty
plans to view all aspects earnpus life as well as·the new system.
"I'll be looking at how it's set

students as much as possible,"
Hall said.
Although the colleges will not
be doing anything out of the ·
ordinary for the article, many
campus faculty and staff look
forward to the visit.
"For them to be coming down
here shows the potential for
this to be a big story," said Don
Robertson, vice president of
student affairs.
Robertson said the Chronicle
is not the only organization
who has contacted his ofiice ·
about the system.

I started becoming
interested in the
residential college
system about a
month ago and I
wanted to write a
story about it
"
Mary Geraghty

up and what will happen next,"
Geraghty said.
Jane Hall, faculty head of
Springer-Franklin Hall, is in
charge of Geraghy's itinerary
during her visit.
"We want her to meet a lot of
studenst," she said. The main
part of the reporter's visit will
be to get a thorough look at all
parts of the system.
"We really want her to see
the activities and be around the

"We've had a number of
schools that have been calling
us about what we're doing
here," he said.
Robertson said schools such
as West Virginia University
and Marquette University are
keeping close watch to see how·
the system will do in upcoming
months.

Bust removed
President to be immortalized with bronze statue
ed by Edward T. Breathitt ill, the fUJ.1ding was turned over to
grandson of a former Kentucky Carol Julian's office.
governor, in his Colorado stuBreathitt is to come to the
A full-bodied statue of Rainey dio. The clay model of the statT. Wells, second president of ue is almost finished and the university's campus sometime
the University, will replace a development office is waiting in the near future to help deterbust of Wells that originally for photographs of the model to mine the exact location for the
new statue.
stood in front of the Applied continue fund raising efforts.
Science Building.
Original fund raising was
University President Kern
The bust had deteriorated to started by a committee
Alexander
said one location for
a point "that it needed to be appointed by the Board of
the
statue
could be in front of
replaced," said Carol Julian, Regents.
Pogue
Library
in
the
assistant director for developSid Easley, president of the Quadrangle.
ment at the University.
board, serves as committee
"'t might be done in the winThe replacement statue will chairperson. When one half of
be cast out of bronze.
the needed funds was collected, ter," Alexander said. "We really
It is being designed and craft- the responsibility for the rest of don't know."
B Y P ENNY jACKSON

Gwen Dyas,!Staft
Hana Alsaeed, graduate student from Bahrain, rehearses In the W KMS studio for her half-hour
radio show broadcasted on Sunday evenings. The format of the show Is Arable music.

REPORTfR

Plans still on for clock tower
BYPENNY JACKSON

ing for a clock tower to Alexander as a gift on his
inauguration day last fall. Sid Easley, president
of lhe Board of Regents, chaired the fund raising
There will be a clock tower on the campus of committee for the gift.
Murray State University as originally planned,
Julian said there is no specific design for the
but when and where have yet to be determined, tower as of yet, and there is oo time table for
said Carol Julian, assisumt director for develop- raising the funds, which will come f~om private
ment.
sources.
During his first year at the University,
"We're a long way from getting the money for
President Kern Alexander commenttd that he
the clock tower," Alexander .said. "It's not a pri• would like to see a clock tower on campus.
Acting on that comment, the Board of Regents ority right no~ we've got so many things right
decided to present the inilial phase of fund rais- now. It's important, but not a priority."
R£PORUR

Do you have an opinion? If so, then s end i t
The Murray State NeUJs
care of Jonathan Oliver at Wilson Hall Rm. 111 .
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Senator Ford discusses Somerville serves double
education plan at forum duty as president, regent
BY A LYSON LEIGH

The National Education Goals

BY C~O. BRADLEY
VIEWPOINT EDITOR

The University's Board of
Regents can seem at times to
be
mystical and entirely
unaccesable to the general student population.
In reality. however, the student body has a very real and
accessible voice in the body
that governs Murray State.
Derek Somerville, student
body president, brings the students' perspective and concerns to the Board.
Somerville was elected as
the president of the Student
Government Association last
spring. The position automatically makes him a regent.

By the year 2000 •

Sen. Wendell Ford (D-Ky.)
discussed the Goals 2000 education plan and other education
issues in a conference call with
Kentucky college media last
Friday.
Ford
said
with
the
Republican-controlled
Congress, college aid has
become increasingly loanbased.
"It used to be 80 percent/20
percent grants to loans," Ford
said. "Now, it's more like the
opposite: 20 percent grants, 80
percent loans. This means that
student debt is up 20 to 25 percent."
Ford discussed President
Clinton's plans for college
assistance for students. Clinton
has proposed a tax deduction of
up to $10,000 per family for college costs. Clinton also proposes the Hope Scholarship, given
for scholastic performance and
citizenship. It would entail a
$1,500 tax credit for 19 students.
·
Goals 2000, a national plan
proposed first by President
Bush , is aimed at helping
.:states reform their educational
systems. The plan provides
states with funding, 90 percent
of which must be dispensed at
the local level. No federal regulations control the spending of
the funding, according to a fact
sheet from Ford's office.
Goals 2000, Ford said, is "a
program set over a longer period of time, with standard goals
we want to reach, across the
nation standards."

* All children in America will start school ready to learn.
* The high school graduation rate will increase to at least 90
percent
* All students will leave grades 4, 8, and 12 having demonstrated
competency over challenging .subject matter including English,
mathematics, science, foreign languages. civics and government,
economics, the arts, history, and geography. and every school in
America will ensure that their students learn to use their minds
well, so they may be prepared for responsible citizenship, further
learning, and productive employment in our nation's modem
economy.
* U.S. students will be ftrst in the world in mathematics and science
achievement.
edge and skills necessary to compete in a global economy and
exercise the rights and responsibilities of citizenship.
• Every school in the United States will be free of drugs, violence,
and the unauthorized presence of firearms and alcohol, and will
offer a disciplined environment conducive to learning.

STAFF REPORT

*The nation's teaching force will have access to programs for the
continued improvement of their professional skills and the opportunity to acquire the knowledge and skills needed to instruct and
prepare all American students for the next century.
*Every school will promote partnerships that wiii increase parental
involvement and participation in promoting the social, emotional,
and academic growth of children.
Source: Sen. Wendell Ford

Jon Lowry/Graphics Manager

c
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tution, must have the wherewithal to reach the goals."
The conference included
press members from the
University
of
Kentucky,
Western Kentucky University,
Northern Kentucky University,
and Murray State University.

Murray State University has improved it's
energy conservation enought over the last 10
years that it has been nominated for the
Governor's Energy Conservation Award.
The award is given by the the Department of
Natural Energy for accomplishments in energy
reduction.
The modifications to Murray State's electrical
use started in 1986 when it upgraded 62 external fixtures to high pressure or mercuryhalideare controlled. Then all outdoor lights
and facilities' computers are programed to turn
off at the same time every night.
Interior lights have been replaced from incandescent to fluorescent ftxtures. Sensors have
been installed for 150 rooms on campus to tum
off lightswhen the room is not in use.
Variable speed units were installed in 1991 to
elevators and building supply fans. Variable
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Across From Sparks Hall
1411 Main Street
753-7117 • 753-7990
Ask for John

Offer Expires Oct. 2, 1996

1

Homecomine
:
Banners &: Si&ns :
2 x 3 Durable Banner - $20.00

Vinyl-Paper Backed Banners
15" $2. 50 per foot
20" $3. so oer foot
WITH THIS

~OUPON

"My goal
is to establish a confident, trusting relationship with
the Board,"
'Somerville
said. Ai3 a
voting
m e m be r ,
SOMERVILLE
Somerville
has a key say in the issues that
face the Regents.
Current topics the Board of
Regents are dealing with
iqclude the squeeze to accomadate the recent enrollment
boom, particularly in the areas
of housing and parking.
Somerville said the Board is

discussing propositions for
new residential colleges and
dealing with renovations of
ones not now in use.
Somerville sees the influx of
new students and the growing
student population as a whole
as an overall positive change.
Although things may seem a
bit strained right now, the
board is addressing the problems.

"The increase in population
brings more attention to the
issues that need to be
addressed," Somerville said.
"Having a position on the
Board is the most effective
opportunity to affect the direction of the University."

Murray State gets rewarded
for energy conservation

* Every adult American will be literate and will possess the knowl-

He said even though the
Republicans are looking to cut
the budget, he has pushed for
more federal funding for education.
"A cut in education never
heals," Ford said. "Every college, every school, every insti-

McNun
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speed drives use only the energy needed to
accomplish their job
"This effort has consisted of two primary
areas and heating/cooling." said Jeff Steen, hazardous waste coordinator.
Double pane windows and tinted glass have
been installed to help to prevent the loss of
warm or cool air. Window air·conditioning units
have been replaced with more efficient units.
About 40 ceiling fans have also been installed in
buildings to improve efficiency.
The Honeywell Delta 5100 Series Energy
Management system controls 40 remote campus buildings," said John Miller, central plant
foreman. The system turns fans ofT when the
room is not in use and turns them back on two
hours before their usc. During holidays and
unoccupied periods they are turned ofT also.
"Murray State will continue to expand its
efforts in energy consciousness," Steen siad.

Special Thanks to our Pike
Coaches for an awesome
Pig Out & Coaches :e

1

I
I

Love,
The sisters of A~n
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FOR SALE $750
mM Compatible
:186 4·RAM 640.\40 Hard Drive
WINDOWS 3.1 IJ\Stalled
•
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CD-ROM

Tope Back up
3.5 &: 5.25 Drives
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john at 753·1905
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Se n iors

JCPenney

Consider This

Murray State UniversityAppreciationDay
Bring this CQupon and

Save 10%
Students, Faculty, and Staff receive 10% off
one regular priced itE~m
or salon services and products.
Coupon valid through Oct.5.
Must show valid MSU ID.
*Discount applies to regular priced merchandise and is
limited to JC Penney in-store stock on hand. Coupon does not
apply to catalog, sale merchandise, Value Right
merchandise or clearance merchandise.
This discount is not valid with any other
JC Penney coupon and/or certificate. Valid only in Murray.

We're so sure that you1lllke Arby's all natural Breast of
Chicken Sandwich that if you don't t hink it's better t han
Wendy's ... Burger King ... or anyone else's... ( " \
we'll give you your money back.
That's right! Take just one bite
and prove to yourself that Arby's
has the best chicken sandwich
you've ever tasted ... GUARANTEED!

Arbys•.
~~

TheO

· sandwich muet b4t returned, after juet one bite, for a tull...tunct
Ofler good It patltCipallng ltorn for allnltted time.

IChicken Breast
:sandwhich $2.20
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Up to 4 per person
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*Leadership exhibited
Applications will be
Applications
If you

~

The Bureau of Labor and Statistics reports that the
meclian annual salary of those with a professional
degree such as an MBA, MA or MS is $67,131
compared to $34,666 with only a bachelor's.
Join the growing number of students entering a
graduate stUdy at Murray State. Give yourself

a better opportunity for:
1.

2.

Greater flexibility and more rapid
career advancement.
A higher beginning salary that remains
with you throughout your careers.

mega
fall of 1996. Tbe
n of an application:

Tbe:llurray state News
!eft'oaber 20t 1996
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ith thousands of people
making their way into cyberspace everyday, we thought it
might be interesting to compile a
list of some funny, cheesy, interesting, useful and entertaining
web sites.
After hours of crawling
around in the web we finally did
it. The following choices were
made based on their quality,
entertainment and aesthetic
value and whatever else struck
us as funny in the wee hours of
the morning.
Surf and enjoy.

Internet
Stuff

Food
Stuff

Misc.
Stuff

'
Alcohol
Stuff

Fun
Stuff

U.The National
·college
Jack Daniels
Magazine
Web Site
Yup, this is the same magazine
that is stuffed in your mailbox
seemingly all the time. A great
college magazine, this site has
all the back issues, plus great
links to other sites of interest
to college students.
www.umagazine .com

Tlie Speedtrap
Registry
If you're planning a road trip,

this is the site for you. Listings
of speedtraps in every state,
plus information on radar
detectors and other ways to
beat the highway patrol.
www.speedtrap.com/speedtrap

Solleynet
Our
own Tim Solley's
Homepage, this one contains a
bunch of links to cool places,
and a very int:Jresting public
service announcement.

This site has a great JD screensaver. It also has a history of
the drink and the place where
it is made and a virtual tour of
the
Lynchburg,
Tenn.
Distillery. You lose nothing
the
actual
tou r;
from
Lynchburg is dry.
wwwJackdaniels.com

This site is probably the Web's
most popular, and one of the
easiest ways to find anything
on the Internet. It is an institution in and of itself.
www.yahoo.com

Nerd World
Yahoo! with a pocket protector,
this site is an up and coming
search engine for the, umm,
more technically inclined.
www. nerdworld.com

Sports

-

'

Stuff
ESPNet.SportZone
Regularly picked as the best
site on the Web, this site is full
of every sports tidbit imaginable. It includes a subscription
service, which allows members
access to contests, special stories, and commentaries from
the sport network's reporters
and talking heads.
sportszone.com

Send this to mom and dad: a
site for a company which sells
food care packages to parents
for their sons and daughters
working diligently on their
studies. No beer, though.
www.glolink.com/carepackage

The Amazing

SPAM
Homepage
The cyberspace home of the the
world's favorite meat in a can.
This is the place to read the sto·
ries and hear the jokes. The
meat, the myth, the legend,
SPAM.
www.cusd.claremont.edu/-m
rosenbl/spam.

The official home for Hootie on
the Web, this site includes song
lyrics from both albums, ml!rchandise from the band, and
any other pertinent Blowfish
infonnation.
www.Hootie.com

can even fmd out more about
Andy Richter, professional
sidekick.
www .nbc.com .ent e r tainm entlsb ow slcon anlindex.b t
ml

The Friends
Zone

Grits

College Care

The second film from Kevin
Smith, writer/director of
Clerks, about college students
with nothing better to but hang
out at the mall all day, has
attracted a cult following. Now
you can download movie clips,
soundbites and quotes from the
movie from this, the official
website.
www. vie waskew.com/m aU·
rats

- ---- l t:-v<>U"-

The Web site which melts in
your mouth and not in your
hand, this one is full of cool
stuff for your computer:
M&M's wallpaper, screensavers, and games. I have the
Blue M&M on my computer at
home.
www.m-ms.com/inex2.html

This celebration of southern
food has the best recipe for Iced
Tea on the Web. It also has the
answer for the immortal question : "What is a grit?"
www.grits.com

Bootie

The funniest man on late-night
t elevis
ion,
The King of Beers, Bud's webt
h at
site has it all: pictures, great
Con
an
links to other sites, and everyguy.
thing you wanted to know
about Budweiser, Bud Ligh t, Lots of
clips,
Bud Ice, etc.
jokes,
www.budweiser.com
video
bits,
p i c tures,
y 0 u
J!..ll1h (l.l.:) ... n a m e
~

M&M's Studios
Yahoo!

Mallrats

Conan O'Brien

Budweiser
On-Hne

Politics
Stuff
The
Democratic
National
Committee
and the
Republican
National
Committee
The parties' web sites, full of
speeches, propaganda, and all
that
other
fun
stuff.
Information about candidates,
issues, schedules ... all completely unbiased, of course.
www.d em ocrats.org
www.rnc.org

Cool
Stuff
The Dilbert
Zone
This comic strip, the Internet's
most popular, follows the trials
and tribulations of the clueless
desk jockey Dilbert, his incredible pet Dogbert, and other
assorted friends. This comic
phenomeneon has produced all
manner of paraphenalia, from
books to coffee mugs, most of
which is available for order
here.
www.unitedmedia.com/
comics/dilbert

The Bob and
Tom Show
This morning radio sh ow, syndicated
nation-wide, has
s pawned tapes, COs, T-shirts,
and now this site. It is full of all
the aforementioned Bob and
Tom merchandise, and gives
their unique style of humor a
home in cyberspace.
www.bobandtom.com

Once upon a
time in the
eighties
The decade that most of us
grew up in is memorialized on
this page, which includes all
things important and (mostly)
trivial from the late, great 80s:
th e
Reagan,
the Cars,
Chalhmger, and Yuppies.

Music
Stuff

The site for Friends stuff, the
TV show full of perky Gen Xers
who drink lots of coffee. Come
to think of it, maybe that's why
they're so perky. Anyway, this
site contains summaries of all
the episodes, pictures, sound
clips, and links to any other
Friends site worth visiting.
www.lebigh.ed/%7Egbg2/fri

Phish.Net
This site, kept up by the most
loyal fans since the Grateful
Dead's, is superior to the
band's official site. This one
contains anything and everything you need to know about
Phish, and links to every
other major Phish page.
www.pbisb.net

Internet
Underground
Music Archive
A huge database of small time
bands trying to make it and a
few that have, IUMA is a
great source for infonnation
about bands.
ww.iuma.com

Ultimate Band
List
The master list, this one links
to every band site on the Web,
from Pearl Jam and Hootie and
the Blowfish to any four guys
who play in their garage and
decide to put themselves on the
Internet.
ubl.com/ubllubllhtml

Tom Petty
Shrine
AJl those who love Petty, enter
here.
ofsl.gmu.edul- k gilet t/t om.h .
tm
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-Grants offer study abroad program
social or life sciences or any
combination.
REPOITU
Along with opportunities for
If you are going to be a grad- intellectual, professional and
uate student in the fall of 1997 artistic growth, the Fulbright
and are interested in research- Program offers opportunities to
ing or studying overseas, there meet and work with people of
is a grant that might pay for all the host country. They share in
the expenses.
daily life as well as professional
The
Fulbright
Student and creative insights.
Grants were created by the
To be eligible for one of 800
U.S. Congress in 1946. The scholarships offered every year,
purpose of the grants is to fos- the student must be a U.S. cititer mutual understanding zen and hold a bachelor's
among nations through educa- degree before the beginning
tional and cultural exchange.
date of the grant period.
Each year the program Proficiency in the language of
allows Americans to study or the host country is required.
conduct research in over 100 along with a bill of good health.
nations for one academic year.
Preference will be given to
The deadline for receipt of applicants with an excellent
applications for the 1997-98 academic record and whose
school year is Oct.. 23. Requests higher education was received
for application
materials primarily at educational instireceived after Oct. 15 will not tutions in the United States.
be honored.
The program application
· Grantees plan their own pro- process takes one year to comgrams. Projects may include plete. The first step in applyuniversity course work, inde- ing is to obtain an application
pendent library or field fonn , establish eligibility, and
research, classes in music or review individual country sumart, · special projects in the maries with MSU Fulbright
BY D ENISE HIGGINS

program
Linda
adviser,
Bartnik.
"This scholarship is the most
prestigious international graduate school program in the
nation," Bartnik said.
Bartnik, who has been on
staff at
Murray
State
University for 15 years, said no
one from the University has
received this scholarship in the
past few years.
The three types of grants are
the Fulbright Full Grant, the
Fulbright Travel Grant and the
Foreign and Private Grant.
The Fulbright Full Grants
generally provide round-trip
transportation, language or orientation courses, tuition, book
and research allowances and
maintenance' for the academic
year based on living cost in the
host country and supplemental
health and accident insurance.
Fulbright Travel Grants provide round-trip transportation
to the country where the student will pursue studies for an
academic year. It also supplements health insurance and

FREEZE FRAME

the cost of an orientation
course abroad, if applicable.
The third grant is th e
Foreign a nd Private Grant.
The specific benefits and special requirements of grants
offered by foreign governments,
universities,
and
private
donors can be found in the
Individual
Country
Summaries. When the awards
do not cover the entire expense
of foreign study, candidates are
expected to cover t he additional
costs from their own funds.
The J . William Fulbright
Foreign Scholarship Board is
composed of 12 educational and
public leaders appointed by the
President of the United States.
The United States Information
Agency sponsors the program
in cooperation with bi-national
Fulbright Commission s and
Foundations abroad as well as
U. S. embassies.
Linda Bartnik's office is
located in the Center for
International Programs. Her
phone number is 762-4152 and
her fax s 762-3237.

Program for children educates, entertains

Katie Thomas/Senior Staff Wnter

Gwen Hughes, senior from Auburn, line danced with her fellow rush girts at Pike Pigout last Saturday during the frater~
nity's annual fall sorority compedtion.

Business majors spend break
In Europe w ith e xecu t ives

of the program was the •complete individual attention"
(for prlfl\81Y thi'()Ugh slxth grade.)
given to students.
Although it came complete
"They individualize the proOct. 2- Dec. 4 Mon. & Wed.
4:20
with cotton candy, popcorn and
gram
to their special needs, so
•Room 341 In Special Education BultdJng
a circus, the Murray State
they want to go," she said.
Reading program this summer
Trevathan's sons, Sam and
Cost $90 (low • Income fammes can receive ftnanctetl &$$18tanoet
was about much more than fun
John, also attended.
Deadline to apply - Sept 25
and games.
Darran McClure, 10, began
The program is a one-on-one
To apply call (592) '762·2446
attending tutoring sessions
for further info. call S~n Gill (502) 762-6868
approach to solve reading diffi.
after developing hearing probculties in children from prima·
lems.
He said that every time
SoUrce: Sharon GIU
ry to sixth grades.
he did his homework, his
Jon Lowry/Graphics Manager teacher let him draw a picture.
"Along with stressing lots of
"The students aren't experts,
fun stuff, we do try to work in practice or who are not very practicum. The tutors and stulots of reading skills and strate- interested in reading.
dents meet twice a week for an so we don't promise we can fix
serious reading problems," Gill
gies, but we try to make it
''Probably our biggest goal is hour during the semester.
always in the midst of talking to provide enjoyable and sucBetsy Trevathan entered her said.
about a story or poem," said cessful reading experiences," daughter, Mady, in the pro·
"We do try to focus on 'Let's
Sharon Gill, assistant professor she said.
gram after eyesight problems do things that are fun; let's
of elementary and secondary
The tutors are junior and put her behind in reading.
el\ioy reading and let's make
education.
"Now she's way ahead, it's a sure that every time the kids
senior elementary education
The program is designed for majors. They use the program great success," Trevathan said. come, they successfully read
Trevathan said the best part something."'
children who need a little extra as part of their reading
BY SHELLEY STREET

Murray State University ~all Reading Program
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After moving in, the last thing you
want to do is unpack another box.

Watermelon
Bust

Friday, Sept. 27
3 :30 p.m. Cookout
4 p .m. Volleyball
10 p.m. Party at the House
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Unless it's one of these.

12th St. & Chestnut
759-4646

AXA
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Safety electrifies campus
Safety precautions prevent electrtcal disasters and power outages
overheat and a fire may start.
been a problem since I have
been
here," Anderson said.
Do not overload outlets. This
"The
leading
cause of fires in
can blow a fuse, trip a circuit
the
residence
halls
is unattendEveryone is back in school. It breaker or cause a fire.
ed
cooking."
·
is time to see old friends, make
Purchase approved surge
new ones, move into your protectors for your computer
Anderson said occasionally
assigned residential college, and entertainment systems. he will see a problem where a
apartment or sorority/fraterni- They help protect your elec- breaker was tripped by an overty house and begin the yearly tronics from voltage surges.
load of appliances in use at one
extension cord maze from one
Water and electricity do not ti.me.
comer of the room to the other. mix, so do not place electrical
"We'll have a problem where
Right? WRONG!
appliances near water.
a breaker tripped and come to
According to the National
Never force a plug into an find out it was just too many
Electrical Safety Foundation outlet if it does not fit, and appliances working at one
(NESF), the misuse of electrici- never cut the third prong.
time, like a microwave,
ty, such as using extension
Do not use frayed, cut or hairdryer and iron," Anderson
cords as permanent wiring that damaged cords because they said.
snakes through the ceiling can also cause shock or fire.
MSU Housing has a policy on
tiles, can lead to electrical fires,
what appliances are allowed
Be alert when using electrical and safe for students. '
electrocutions and other seriproducts.
Read and follow manous accidents.
Housing's policy says that
ufacturer's
use and care
The NESF says many of
toasters and hot plates are not
these accidents can be prevent· instructions.
allowed along with coffee maked by just a few simple electriAccording to Larry Anderson, era, popcorn poppers with
cal precautions.
assistant
director
for exposed heating elements and
Use extension cords only on a Environmental Safety and microwaves over 600 watts.
temporary basis, not as perma- Health, electrical fires are not
For more information on elecnent wiring. Do not run electric the , leading cause of fire dam- tricalsafety, write NESF, 1300
cords under carpets or rugs. age at Murray State.
. N. 17th Street, Suite 1847,
This can cause the cords to
"Electrical fires have not Rosslyn, VA 22209.
BY kATIE THOMAS

SENIOR STAFF WttiTEit

Birds
at
play
I

Photos by Danny Vowell
The "aptor Rehabilitation Program
at Hurray State University Is
desianed to assist wounded birds of
prey •with the eventual aim of
returning them to the wild.
Wounded birds are brought Into the
care of the program when they are
found In the wild and their condition
Is reported by Individuals. (above)
The Red-Tailed Hawk suffered a gun
shot wound. (right) The Great·
Homed Owl was struck by an automobile and lost a wing as a result.
Neither of the birds will be returned
to the wild because their wounds
were too extensive. They have.
Instead, found a happy home at
MSU
thanks to the Raptor
Rehabilitation Program.

Golf tourney awards truck, cash
STAFF REPORT

The MSU Student Chapter of
the American Society of Safety
Engineers will host its first
Stallion
Classic
Golf
Tournament on Sept. 28.
The tournament is a fourmen scramble at Miller Golf
Course with $160 going to the
winning team.
Entry fees are $30 per person

for participants from the community, and $22 per person for
Murray State students. Fees
include golf cart rental and 18
holes of golf.
In addition to the winners'
pot, $100 will be awarded to the
runner-up.
Awards will also be given for
the two players who make
shots closest to the pin and for
the player with the longest
drive.

To sweeten the tournament
even more, the golfer who
shoots st hole-in-one on the 18th
hole wins a new truck.
All proceeds from the tournament will benefit the Disaster
Emergency Service.
For more information or a
registration form, contact
Shane Nance at 762·3628 or
Kevin Wallace at 762-3622, or
fax information requests to
762-3630.

Think you have to

go to ~ mall for. ..
rean cool stuff?

.._..Think again.----:finer yifts &
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111 South 4th St.
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SPORTS

Intensity key to Racers
·Nutt wants

aggression
on defense
Bv

MIKE OHSTROM

SPons Eotro.

Head coach Houston Nutt's
first recruiting class at Murray
State can finish their careers
undefeated against Southeast
Missouri State when the 1-1
Racers face the 0-1 Indians at 5
p.m. Saturday in Cape
Girardeau.
However, Nutt would like to
see some improvement after his
12th-ranked squad gave up 31
second-half poin ts against
Southern Illinois Saturday at
Stewart Stadium.
"We have to learn how to play
60 minutes, and I was disappointed with how we finished,
especially on defense," said
Nutt, who is a perfect 3-0
against SEMO. "We're a belowaverage team when we're not
on full throttle."
Penalties cost MSU three
touchdowns and a second-half
interception by defensive tackle
Mathias Vavao, but Nutt was
pleased with how the offense
performed, holding the ball for
37 minutes against the Salukis'
constant defensive pressure.
Quarterback Mike Cherry
and wide receiver Reginald
Swinton took advantage of
SIU's attacking defense, as
Cherry completed 18 of 31
passes for 395 yards and four
touchdowns, with Swinton
accounting for 10 catches, 224
yards and three scoring tosses.
Center Brian Cox thinks

Danny VowelWisual Editor

Le ft tackle Rob Reynolds and wide receivers Reginald Swinton (1) and Jesse jones( 16) celebrate the first of Swinton's schoo l-record
tying three to uchdowns in Murray State's 48-38 win over Southern Illinois Saturday at Stewart Stadium .

Cherry's calls at the line of linebackers by blitzing, but
scrimmage saved the day SEMO keeps their linebackers
against SIU.
back, so we should be able to
"SIU tried to keep us otT their get the running game going,"

Cox said. "Mike is proficient at
reading defenses, and Coach
has given him the green light to
call audibles."

Offensive tackle Dan Brown
and outside linebacker Reuel
Shepherd are back from
injuries and will play Saturday.

Strickland accepts
AD post at Belmont
Strickland said. "The athletic
department is just super, so
there are a lot of positive things
Fall sports have just begun to build on."
and Murray State is already in
Four new sports, women's
need of a new athletic director. soccer, men's and women's
After nine years as the track, and women's golf are to
Univert~ity's athletic director,
be added to Belmont's 11 comMike Strickland has taken tho petitive sports
same position at Belmont by next fall.
University in Nashville, Tenn.
Belmont,
"Mike has been a good and which has a
faithful servant lo MSU,.. said total enrollMSU
President
Kern ment
of
Alexander. "He has been for approximately
several years a very important 3,000
stu·
member ofMSU and we appre- dents, is the
ciate all he has done for us."
second-largest
Strickland will assume the accredited pri· STRICKLAND
responsibility
of guiding vate college or university in
Belmont through their three- Tennessee and is affiliated
year NCAA provisional partici- •ith the Tennessee Baptist
pation program. Belmont's ath- Convention.
letic program will begin its
During his tenure at MSU,
transition from the NAIA level Strickland has served as a
to the NCAA this fall, with member of the NCAA Division
expectations to become a fully 1-AA
Football
Regional
active member on Sept. 1, 1999. Advisory Committee, as the
"The move from the NAIA to chairman of the OVC Athletic
NCAA is an exciting journey for Directors Committee and on
Belmont and I'm extremely the NCAA Grant and Hall of
delighted for this opportunity," Fame Committees.
B Y EDDIE G RANT

SPORTS STAFF WRIT(R

Barry John~on/Guest

Brandl Stevenson, a Junior from Auburn, scored a 54-hole total of
239 to lead Murray State to ninth W ednesday In Memphis, Tenn.

Lady Racers get
• sWing
•
season 1n
all-tournament team.
At
Memphis, sophomore Brandi
Stevenson of Rockfield led the
After finishing third at the Lady Racers with a threeseason's first tournament at round total of 239.
Tennessee Tech Sunday in
Steely is optimistic about the
Cookeville and placing ninth at team's chances at upcoming
the
Memphis
Women's meets as well as for the rest of
Intercollegiate
Wednesday, the year.
Murray State women's golf
"I feel like we have done real·
head coach Velvet Milkman is ly well," Steely said. "It was a
hoping for con sistency and long week for us, playing two
improvement in scores as the tournaments, but we'll have a
team readies for the Lady really good season. We'll haven
Rebel Invitational Oct. 5·6 in good shot at finishing in the top
Oxford, Miss.
three at Ole Miss."
~e need to be more consisMilkman realizes her team
tent in our scores," Milkman does have great potential for
said. "We count the best four success, but noted that the
scores out of five players, so our Lady Racers did not display
goal is to have four players play consistency in the Memphis
well."
tournament.
At the Tennessee Tech
"Everybody has the ability to
Classic, senior Connie Steely of play well, but we just didn't do
Murray finished in a tie for it at the same time," Milkman
fourth in the individual stand- said. "We'll have to work bard
ings with a 160 score over 36 in practice and devote time to
holes, earning her a spot on the our short games."

Bv
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Strickland was instrumental
in recent projects such as
acquiring a new artificial playing surface for the Stewart
Stadium football field this summer and the development of the
Regional
Special
Events
Cent.er. He also directed the
resurfacing of the Stewart
Stadium track and the construction of Reagan Field.
MSU athletics claimed 25
Ohio Valley Conference championships during Strickland's
' stay, including three women's
and two men's OVC All-Sport
titles.
"Mike's experience, combined
with his demonstrated commitment to the student-athlete,
makes him the ideal person to
guide our athletic program into
NCAA membership," said
Belmont President William E.
Troutt. "He is a quality person
in every way and a real fit with
our university-wide vision and
values."
"'We wish (Mike) and his family well, and we hope that all
goes well with his new job,"
Alexander said.

Brown out in Portland
STAFF REPORT

The NBA career of Racer basketball great
Marcus Brown, not to mention Tuesday's scheduled tribute to Brown, have been put on hold
indefinitely.
The Portland Trailblazers cut Bro\\'Tl, their
second-round pick in the 1996 NBA Draft, from
their preseason camp, leaving Murray State's
second all-time leading scorer available for the
CBA Draft Tuesday in St. Louis.
Meanwhile, the 6'3" guard from West
Memphis, Ark. was drafted by the CBA's Grand
Rapids, Mich. franchise as the second pick in the
CBA Draft'::: first round.
After turning down a track and field scholarship to Arkansas (Brown won the high jump
event at the 1995 Ohio Valley Conference
Outdoor Track and Field Championship after
just a week of practice) to play basketball at

MSU, Brown won two Ohio Valley Conference
Player of the Year awards while leading the
Racers to the 1995 OVC Tournament
Championship and an NCAA Tournament berth.
MSU won the conference's regular season
crown and earned a trip to the NIT during
Brown's senior season, which was highlighted by
Brown's second-place finish among the nation's
leading scorers.
Brown's former teammate Kenneth Taylor,
Racer Club President Lindy Suitor, MSU head
men's basketball coach Mark Gottfried and
Morehead State head men's basketball coach
Dick Fick were to speak at Tuesday's planned
tribute in the Curris Center ballroom.
Other draft picks joining Brown in Grand
Rapids include Arizona forward Ben Davis,
Purdue forward Justin Jennings, Michigan
State forward Quinton Brooks and Duke guard
Chris Collins.

Cherry cuts down

opponents,

reco~s

W h i 1e
1995 Murray
Sports
State alums
Talk
D e rr ic k
Cullors and
Ramon Okoli
are battling
just to make
it with the
N e w
Englan d
Patriots and
MilE
the
New
OttsntoM
York Giants,
respectively,
sports Editor
Racer quarterback Mike Cherry need not
worry about his futur e beyond
his senior season at MSU.
Hailed by some pr eseason
analysts as the best quarterback in 1-AA football and a
leading candidate for the
Walter Payton Award, Cherry,
unlike Cullors and Okoli, will
be selected in the 1997 NFL
Draft.
To satisfy the cliche,.. Cherry
has a gun for an arm, as wide
receiver Reginald Swieton will
tell you after donning gloves
for the first time upon Cherry's
transfer fr om Arkansas. In
fact, two of Cherry's three
interceptions this year and several from last season were
defle~d off the hands and
pads of MSU receivers.
However, he easily breaks
the stereotype of the frail,
slow-footed quarterback.
The 6'4", 225-pound senior
from Texarkana, Ark., is one of
the most athletic players in
head coach Houston Nutt's stable, so much so in fact that he
makes jumping rope look exciting.
And Racer fans '(as well as
those of MSU opponents) have
repeatedly gasped in disbelief
whenever Cherry has eluded a
sure tackle to fire a 60-yard
bomb on the dead run, as he
has done many times in his 14
games in a Racer uniform.
But what makes Cherry special (especially in the eyes of
NFL scouts) is his leadership
and ability to read defenses.
His confident air is contagious,
as he believes he can complete
every pass he throws, and he is
not afraid to get in the face of
his teammates and challenge
them to be their best.
When under center, though,
Cherry is a surgeon, and it is
not just because he can thread
the needle of many a zone
defense because of his arm
strength.
At least five MSU touchdowns last season were on
Cher ry audibles, and when
Southern Illinois put nine men
on the line of scrimmage in the
Racers' 48-38 win Saturday at
Stewart Stadium, Cherry went
• you guessed it - hogwild.
Moving into eighth place on
the school's all-time passing
yards chart, Cherry completed
18 of 31 passes, including his
first five, for 395 yards and
four touchdowns against SIU.
His yardage total was a career
high as well as the third-highest mark in MSU history.
Meanwhile, Cherry's three
scoring tosses to Swinton
helped the receiver earn the
Ohio Valley Conference's
Offensive Player of the Week
award in addition to equaling
the school record for most
receiving touchdowns in a single game.
And after setting new Racer
season standards for completion percentage (60.0) and
passing efficiency (145.3 rating) last year, it makes one
wonder what Cherry can do for
an encore.
In the meantime, Racer fans
should hope that the opposition
keeps focusing on stopping
MSU's running game and
Cherry's pass protection continues to keep him on his feet.
• Western Kentucky's 14-7
win over Eastern Kentucky
Saturday not only pushed the
Hilltoppers from 24th to 15th
in the I-AA Top 25, but it also
bolstered the Racers' reputation after MSU's season-opening 44-41 double-overtime
home loss to WKU.

'10-4, good ·buddy'
Racers can tie 1995 victory level Saturday against Panthers
BY MIKE 0HSTROM

SPoRTs EDITOR

Murray State can match its win total from last year by
beating first-time Ohio Valley Conference volleyball foe
Eastern Dlinois 2 p.m. Saturday at Racer Arena.
After improving to 10·4 (2-0 OVC) with Tuesday's 15-12,
15-7, 17-15 road victory over Tennessee-Martin and a 3-1
second-place showing at the Best Western Invitational
Saturday and Sunday in Charlotte, N.C., the Racers are
also three wins away from making head coach Brenda
Bowlin MSU's all-time winningest coach.
"You can't compare one year to the next, but this year's
team is very special," said Bowlin, who is 76-67 in five seasons at MSU. "This was the largest recruiting class f ve ever
had here, and this is such an exciting team because we're so
young and we have so much potential."
Junior setter Kristi Hoffman has been impressed by the
Racers' youth movement, as six of the 13 team members are
freshmen. Hoffman, MSU's all-time leader in assists, has
been given regular respites by freshman setter Mica
Wojinski, who became the Racers' second consecutive OVC
Freshman of the Week.
"We're really deep on the bench, and that helps because if
someone has a bad day, someone can come in and fill their
role," said Hoffman, who tallied 38 assists, 13 digs and 3.5
blocks against UT-M.
Middle hitters Stephanie Diebold and Melissa Bridges,
members of the Best Western all-tournament team last
weekend, dominated play against the Skyhawks {5-5, 0-1
OVC) Tuesday.
Diebold, a senior from Louisville, tied a school record with

''

You can't compare one year to
the next, but this year's team is
very special. This was the largest
recruiting class rve ever had
here, and this is such an exciting team because we're so
young and we have so much
''

potential.

Brenda Bowlin
nine block assists, while Bridges, a senior from Havana, Ill.,
led the way with 18 kills, two aces, five digs and two blocks.
Observing the success of Diebold and Bridges has been a
educational experience for freshman middle hitter Sarah
Ernst, who, unlike her classmates, has seen limited action.
"In high school, I never had any competition to start, but
here, I can learn so much from the people that start ahead
of me," said the 6'2" native of Muskego, Wis. who has the
Racers' highest single-match hitting percentage (.462) on
the year.
After facing the Panthers Saturday, MSU travels to
Austin Peay State on Tuesday followed by road matches
against Morehead State and Eastern Kentucky Sept. 27
and 28, respectively.

Andy LCf'./Senior Photographer

Mica W ojlnskl, a freshman from Austin, Texas, hu been an Integral part of
H urray State's I 0-4 start by providing depth at the setter po sition.

Wojinski sets pace
allowed head coach Brenda Bowlin to
rest Kristi Hoffman, MSU's all-time
assists leader, or to use Hoffman's
Following last year's 11-16 record, defensive skill along the. back row.
the Murray State volleyball team's
"Mica comes from an extremely
future looked bright with the addi- successful program and is an experition of seven new players. However, enced setter that has added depth to
after the Racers' impressive 15-12, the team," said Bowlin of the Racers'
15-7, 17-15 road victory against talent at the setter position. "Kristi is
Tennessee-Martin Tuesdaynight, the a true team leader and has accepted
team is off to a strong 10-4 start.
her versatile role."
Much of the Racers' success can be
Wojinski's success is a s urprise to
attributed to the play of its six fresh- even herself.
men, led by Mica Wojinski, a 5'10"
"I did not expect to play much this
setter from Austin, Texas.
early in the season," she said. "I
Wojinski is the reigning Ohio wanted to try to take some of the
Valley Conference Freshman of the pressure off Kristi, but rm as surWeek after she set a new MSU single- prised as anyone with my playing
match record of 68 assists when the time."
Racers defeated .Best Western
While.predicted to finish seventh in
Invitational host North Carolina- the conference's preseason poll,
Charlotte in five .sets Saturday.
expectations have risen because of
After 14 games, Wojinski is first on the team's fast start.
the squad in assists with 365, second
"We want to win the OVC
in aces with 18 and fourth with 16 Championship," Wojinski said.
block assists.
"Anything less than the champiThe early success of Wojinski has onship will be a disappointment."
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Sponsored by SGA
Wednesday, Sept. 25 and Thursday, Sept. 26
10 a.m. - 6 p.m . (Both days)
3rd .floor of Curris Center
Free "I\:0 FEAR" T-shirt and Pizza for

Congrats to eight new
Alpha Delta Chi:
J enny Wise
Kimberlee Nave
Shannon Mumbower
Shelly Strickland
Jennifer Morris
Sarah Harris
Jessica Miller
Kristina Cecil
Love,
Your Sisters in Christ

OVC signs SportSOuth TV deal
MSU-EKU football game, 2
men 's hoops games slated
STAFF REPORT

The Ohio Valley Conference guaranteed live television
coverage of conference football, men's basketball and women's basketball action through the year 2000 when the
league signed a f~ur-year agreement with SportSouth, the
nations' largest regional cable network.
Murray State's Nov. 9 football contest at Eastern

Kentucky is on the schedule, as well as the home-and-home
series between MSU and Austin Peay State in men's basketball.
The deal calls for a minimum of two football games, f1ve
men's basketball games and two women's basketball games,
including the OVC Women's Basketball Tournament
Championship. The network's OVC football coverage will
also include I-AA playoff games involving conference teams.
SportSouth, which reaches 5.6 million hom'e s in a sevenstate region, has been televising OVC athletics for six years,
beginning with an "OVC Men's Basketball Game of the
Week" since 1991. The network has broadcast the last three
women's basketball tournament championship games.

Visit us online!
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SCORECARD
SIU -McDavid 72 Interception
retum (Simonton kick), 5:54
MSU - FG Hart 38, 3:29
MSU - Swinton 7 pass from
Cherry (Hart kick), 0:07
Third Quarter
SIU - Nolbertowicz 3 run
(Simonton kick), 11:30
SIU -Fowler 9 pass from Luce
{Simonton kick), 8:34
MSU - McCann 2 run (Hart kick),
5:46
SIU -Fowler 19 pass from
Shellhaas (Simonton kick), 2:00
Fourth Quarter
MSU - Pollard 34 pass from
Cherry (Hart kick), 8:06
StU- FG Simonton 33, 5:51
SIU - Bonner 2 run (Simonton
kick), 2:54
A -8,023

Wide receiver Reginald Swinton
was blanketed on this pass play
Saturday. but Swinton got the
last laugh against Southern
Illinois with I 0 catches for 224
yards and three touchdowns.

Football

TOE THE LINE

Sports
Notebook
Melissa Bridges and Reginald Swinton are the
Racers of the Week.
Bridges, a 6'2" senior middle hitter from Havana, Ill.,
directed Murray State to the championship game of the
Best Western Volleyball Invitational Sunday in Charlotte,
N.C. Bridges earned all-tournament honors by leading the
Racers with 63 kills in the four-game meet, including two
20-kill performances as MSU beat host North CarolinaCharlotte, Akron and East Tennessee State before falling
to North Carolina State.
Swinton, a junior wide receiver from little Rock, Ark.,
became the first M~rray State football player to catch I0
passes in a game since 1990 with his effort in MSU's 48-38
win over Southern Illinois Saturday at Stewart Stadium.
Swinton's 224 yards were the second-highest total in
Racer history, and he matched the school record of three
receiving touchdowns to merit the Ohio Valley
Conference's Offensive Player of the Week award.

SIU
MSU
First downs
19
25
Rushes-yards
32-125 46-196
Passing yards
244
395
74
47
Return yards
Comp-Att
18·31-0 18-31-1
2·18
Sacked-Yards Lost 3-21
Punts
5-243 3·85
Fumbles-lost
2·1
2-1
Penalties-yards
10·75 13-102
Time of possession 22:59 37:01

NCAA 1-AA TOP 25
Team
1. Marshall
2. Montana
3. Northern Iowa
4. Troy State
5. Appalachian State
6. Jackson State
7. Stephen F. Austin
8. Connecticut
9. Eastern Illinois
10. SW Missouri State
11. Delaware
12. Murray State
13. Georgia Southern
14. Hofstra
15. Western Kentucky
16. Northern Arizona
17. Weber State
18. Villanova
19. Idaho State
20. Furman
21 . Florida A&M
22. William & Mary
23. James Madison
24. McNeese State
25. Eastern Kentucky

Record
2·0
2·0
3·0
2·0
1-1
2-0
2·1
2·0
3·0
2-1
1-1
1· 1
1·1
1·1
3·0
2·1
2-0
2·1

INDIVIDUAL STATISTICS
RUSHING -Southam Illinois,
Bonner 16-61, Shellhaas 5·22,
Robinson, T. 6-19. Mays 1-6,
Nolbertowicz 1-3, Thomas 1·2,
Luce 2·(·18). Murray State, Downs
19·92. Hitson 8-60, McCann 11-30,
Cherry 7-(-30).
PASSING- Southern Illinois,
Shellhaas 12-23-0 188, Luce 6·8·0
56. Murray State, Cherry 18-31-1
395.
RECEIVING -Southern Illinois,
Fowler 7·87, Bonner 4-17, Smith,
D. 2-69, Jones, D. 2-33, Baker, A.
2-19, Nolbertowlcz 1·19. Murray
State, Swinton 10·224, Jones 6126, Pollard 1·34, Greer 1-11.
MISSED FIELD GOALS • None.

1-1
1-1
2·0
2·1
2-0
0·2
0·2

MSU 48, SIU 38
Saturday at Stewart Stadium
1 2 3
4 T
SIU(2·1)
0 7 21 10-38
MSU (1 · 1) 7 27 7
7-48
Firat Quarter
MSU - Swinton 5 pass from
Cherry (Hart kick), 11 :04
Second Quarter
MSU - Swinton 38 pass from
Cherry (Hart kick). 14:52·
MSU- FG Hart 21, 13:49
MSU - McCann 1 run (Hart kick),
8:53

Volleyball
MSU 3, UT·M 0
Tuesday in Martin, Tenn.
;ream
1
2
3
MSU (10-4)
15
15
17
UT-M (5-5) '
12
7
15
Kills -Murray State 47 (Bridges
18), Tennessee-Martin 38
{Chancellor 10). Assists- Murray
State 43 (Hoffman 38), TennesseeMartin 30 (Smith 30). Aces Murray State 11 (Shumard 3),
Tennessee-Martin 4 (Ohrt 2). Digs
- Murray State 53 (Hoffman 13),
Tennessee-Martin 65 (Ohrt 14).
Blocks .. Murray State 11 (Diebold
4.5), Tennessee-Martin 10 (Ohrt
3.5).

T -1:20. A- 311.

Sports Calendar
SATURDAY

Andy Lee/Senior Photographer

Lady Racer cross country team members go through
Wednesday•s practice at Stewart Stadium.

BEST WESTERN
INVITATIONAL
Charlotte, N.C.
Sunday - MSU def. Akron 15-9,
15-9, 15·6; North Carolina State
def. MSU 15·13, 15·13, 15·13
(championship match).
Saturday- MSU def. North
Carolina-Charlotte 15·4, 14·16, 13·
15, 15-10, 15·11; MSU def. East
Tennessee State 15·7, 13-15, 1511, 15-7.

Cross Country
ADIDASIPOWERADE
INVITATIONAL
Saturday In Chattanooga, Tenn.
MSU Men's Times {4 miles):
6. Jason McKinney
20:45
21:17
10. Keith Jared
17.' Brad Mason
22:02
25. Todd Duff
22:35
26. Jeremy Sobecki
22:41
22:54
27. Chris Ruga
, 30. Tony Jonas
23:24

40. Keith Clemons
MSU Women's Times (2
16. Renee Haley
17. Tiffany Leech
18. Phyllis Jackson
19. Jennifer Bottom
20. Ashley Lubbehusen
21.laura Bohanon
24. Stacy Pintar

23:45
miles):
20:39
20:44
20:55
21 :11
21 : 17
21:24
22:14

Men's Golf
PEOPLES FIRST/
MCDONALD'S MURRAY
STATE UNIVERSITY
INTERCOLLEGIATE
Saturday at Miller Memorial Golf
Course
MSU Individual Scores:
11. Joachim lange 73-74-78-225
19. Jason lancaster 81-76·71-228
23. Ken Conkle
75-80-74-229
n-76·80-233
40. Jason Jarvi
49. Lance Hanni
79-76-81-236
58. Brian Duckwall 84-76·80-240

Cross Country - Western Kentucky Invitational in Bowling Green
Men's Tennis- Murray State Invitational at 8:30 a.m. at the Bennie
Purcell
Tennis Courts
Rifle- Tennessee-Martin vs. MSU at 9 a.m. at the Pat Spurgin Rifle
Range
Rugby - MSU vs. Paducah Rugby Club at 1 p.m. In Paducah
Volleyball - Eastern Illinois vs. MSU at 2 p.m. In Racer Arena
Football - MSU vs. Southeast Missouri State at 5 p.m. In Cape Girardeau

SUNDAY
Men's Tennis- MSU Invitational at 8:30 a.m. at the Bennie Purcell Tennis
Courts

TUESDAY
VolleybaJI- MSU vs. Austin Peay State at 7 p.m. in Clarksvtlle, Tenn.

THURSDAY
Men's Tennis- Good Morning Rotary Invitational in Jackson, Tenn.

·

FRIDAY

Men's Tennis- Good Momlng Rotary Invitational in Jackson, Tenn.

Men's Basketball

Women's Golf
MEMPHIS WOMEN'S
INTERCOLLEGIATE
Wednesday In Memphis, Tenn.
MSU Individual Scores:
20. Brandi Stevenson78·80·81-239
32. Mikki Mcleary
86-80·82-248
37. Jessica Widman 78-86-89-253
40. Connie Steely
88-84·88-260
42. Melanie Kopperud
86·87-88-261
42. Tricia Brooks
86·88·87-261

1996 CBA DRAFT
Grand Raplda (Mich.) Dntft Picks:
2. Marcus Brown, Murray State,
G, 6'3", 195. 5. Ben Davis, Arizona,
F, 6'8", 244. 17. Justin Jennings,
Purdue, F, 6'6", 210. 33. Ben
Randlogten, Western Michigan,
C/F, 6'10", 245. 42. Quinton
Brooks, Michigan State, F, 6'7",
220. 54. Eddie Benton, Vermont, G,
5'11•, 180. 76. Chris Collins, Duke,
G, 6'3·, 180.

Tfierayeutic :M.assage

Eyecare Specialties

.I Reduce Stress

Dr. Kevin .M. Adams

.!Increase Mental Clarity
.I A ;:lelaxed State of Alertness
.I Calming Effect on Busy Minds

Offers these EyeCare Savings
soft contacts, exam, follow up care,
cleaning kit, and sunglasses

$99

:For an appointment or more
information ca{[ 9{on to[C-free:
800-847-4075
MastercardNisa accepted

CET_~~E

Daily
Wear*

$119 Extende~
Wear*

10o/o off complete pair of Rx glasses or
sunglasses with MSU 10.

CLUB CARD-S HAIRCUTS, 6TH ONE FREE

DIXIELAND CENTER

753-6745

\]ESU$1

The Broth

AT THE ALLIANCE BmLE CHURCH!
We're New! Founded in 1993, our desire is to be contemporary in
worship, while learning how God's Word still applies relevantly to
today's daily struggles.
.
We're small enough to get to know you as an individual and encourage
you in your spiritual walk with Christ while our ministry grows in
reaching the community.
We believe the strength to survive life's daily grind comes in finding
that Christ wants a personal daily presence in our life.
We're Interdenominational! People have come from many different
backgrounds and churches to call the Alliance their church home.
Hence, the name: an "Alliance" of believers.
We're Worldwide! As part of The Christian and Missionary Alliance,
we cover the globe with churches in aiJ SO states and ministries in over
SO countries.

Worship Service ............................ 10:30 a.m.

Meeting at:
Weaks Community Center
7th & Poplar St.
Church Phone 753-6565

~

Rides Available From Campus - Call the Church Office

CUSTOM SCREEN PRINT
AND EMBROIDERY

would like to thank
AILIL of the Sororities
or their participation
at JPU,~t::J ({))w:ftif ~/;_:"AI'~~

&

FOR ALL YOUR MSU AND GREEK
CLOTHING AND ACCESSORIES

Congratulations to

Across From Sparks Hall
104 N 15th St.

or winning the spirit awa

15J

·R acers amaze Doty
BY MIKE 0HSTROM
SPotTS EDITOR

Bob Doty is pulling double duty this year as
the head coach of Murray State's cross country
and track and field teams, but his job gets easier when his cross country squads can compete
with schools that specialize in cross country
I
only.
MSU finished third and fourth in the men's
and women's races, respectively, at the
Adidas/Powerade Invitational Saturday in
Chattanooga, Tenn., against host TennesseeChattanooga and Southern Indiana, who
recruit and offer full scholarships to true cross
country runners because each university does
not have a track program.
UT-Chattanooga won the men's title by 27
points over USI and by 64 points over the
Racers, while USI's women captured the worn-

en's team crown over the Lady Moccasins, more from Georgetown, Ill., wrapped up the
seven-member Lady Racer entourage in 24th
Tennessee-Martin and MSU, respectively.
Having to pull middle-distance runners from place with a time of22:14.
"It's great t hat we're running together
the track team to field ful l squads puts extra
pressure on MSU to succeed, yet Doty is con- because that's how we do it in practice, but we
need to step it up another level," said Pintar of
stantly surprised by how well they fare.
"When we run at a meet against these peo- the Lady Racers' tight pack.
Meanwhile, Keith Jared, who placed lOth for
ple, we have a disadvantage because we only
have a few true long-distance runners," Doty the Racers with a time of 21:17 thinks the solo
said. "That's why I'm tickled when we finish accomplishments of McKinney, last year's
Ohio Valley Conference cross country champithird at these big meets."
Jason McKinney and Renee Haley claimed on, will be worth more if his teammates are
individual honors, as McKinney finished sixth closer to the front.
"It's very important for the team to support
with a four-mile time of20 minutes and 45 seconds while Haley completed the two-mile and push · Jason," said t he junior from
course in 20:39 for 16th place. The next five Danville, 111. "We know he11 be at the top in
Lady Racers to cross the finish line ended up every race, but we need to place higher as a
whole if we're to do well."
one behind the other from 17th to 21st place.
MSU will run at the Western Kentucky
Stacy Pintar has proved her mettle in just
her first two collegiate meets, as t he sopho- Invitational Saturday in Bowling Green.

Five Gottfried
Resideptial college
recruits ineligible softBall ·s tarts season
Men's basketball

sitting out this • season.
However, Howard has been
granted partial qualifier status, which enables him to pracSTAFF REPORT
tice this year.
"Really disappointing" was
With just weeks to go before the term used by Racer head
the start of basketball season, coach Mark Gottfried when he
the Murray State men's team heard the news.
has already been denied two of
"We were counting on these
its top prospects, as freshmen guys getting cleared by the
Aubrey Reese and Isaac clearinghouse," Gottfried said
Spencer have been deemed Wednesday. "It will have an
ineligible by the NCAA's clear- effect on
year's team, but
inghouse.
they're here in school."
The clearinghouse was creatSpencer, a 6'6" forward from
ed in order to determine an Montgomery, Ala., earned
athlete's academic eligibility.
Alabama's Mr. Basketball
Along with Spencer and award. He was expected to help
Reese, three other Racer the Racers' frontcourt. Reese, a
recruits will be unable to play 6'0" point guard, was to be
this year..
Freshmen Ray counted on to provide depth
Cunningham, Roderick Murray behind junior Chad Townsend.
and Kijana Howard will also be
Nine Racers are on the team.

roster down to 9

this

PERSONALS
Ao&es to my kid Rhonda KeeU You're
do1ng a great jOb! loyally, YSM Kim.
A~n

Aiphas are doing great! Keep It up!
n • and mine, Mandy.

I:ti coaches Thanks IOf a great coach·
es party! • sisters of II.t.
Thanks AOn coaches for a great Pig·
0\JL
Good luck to all AOn's who ars Interviewing for 1-tomecomlng Quean. You
guys will do great! Love. your sisters.
• Congratulations Catherine Weems,
Natalie Boldrick.& Michelle Martini for
being selected Jr. Panhellentc. Love.
your Sisters In AOII .
Ptlles, Thank& fOf a great time at PIQ·
Out Love, the si&ters ot Alpha Sigma
Atptla.
Tori Squires • Your Big Sis is so proud

of you. You're gomg to be a great big
sis! Love. Amy
Tara B1rd-your Big Sis loves you lots
I'm so glad you're my Ul.
Lance- I know the real reason you
wanted to borrow my hair dryer Is so
you could blow dry your gray chest hair.
Is lhls what old man do avery night altar
showering?
The &istars or Alpha Sigma Alpha wish
aH fratern~!les the best of luck dunng
ru&h.
Mile: Dragons and cats love dals1es.
MTT
Attention All Student Orgenlmlons:
Homecomtng Is October 5th. Appllca·
lions for Quean, banners. and parade
are In SGA office. Stop Q}l or call 762·
6951.

NOTICE
Blood Onva September 25th & 26th 10
a.m to 6 p.m 3rd noor Cuma Center.
Free T-&llirt,

SEIZED CARS FROM $175. Porsche5,
Cadillacs. Chevy's. BMW's, Corvettes.
Also Jeeps. 4 WO's. Your Area. Toll
Free (1)8oo-898·9n8 for ament list·
ings
Attn: Buslnass: Students: A K'f' N;tbOnal
Professional Business Fraternity Fall
Rush is Sept. 23 through 29. Come by
the Rush tabla on the second noor
Breezeway In the Business Building
next week.
Stalts !Of rent w/pasture. For more tnfo
762-<>009 after 5:30 p.m.
Diabetics, Hypoglycemia all Natural
product may Help. For Information call,
(502) 354-8008.
ANTIQUE SHOW· September 28. 10·
5: September 29 12·4. Located on
ground floor of Community Methodist
Hospital, 1305 N. Elm. Henderson, Ky,
Over 25 outstanding dealers. Admission
$3.00.
GOV'T FORECLOSED homes fOf pen·

nies on $1. Delinquent Tax. R•'s.
REO's. Your Area . ToN Free (1 )800·
898-9n8 Ext.H·7508 for current llat·
lngs.
STEEL BUILDINGS • 5.000+ sizes.
30x40x10. $4,603; 40x60x14. $8,336;
50x60x14,
$9.657;
50x100x16,
$14.756:
60x80x14,
$13.455;
60Xt00x16. $16.785. Quality service.
Free brochures. Sentinel Butldings.
800-327..0790. extension 79.

HELP WANTED
Hundrede of Student. Are Earning
Free Spring Break Trips & Money!
Sail I Trfpe & Go Freel Bahamas
CruiH $279, Cancun & Jamaica
$399, Pan ama City/Daytona $1 191
w-.aprlngbreakt ravel.com 1·800·
671-6386.
EARN $500 or more weekly stuffing
envelopes at l'lome Send long SASE to
: Country living Shoppers. Oept. A26;
P.O. Box 1n9, Denham Spnngs. LA
70727.
WlniOUT GLASSES! • Safe, rapid.
non·surgtcal, permanent restoratiOn 6-8
weeks Airltne pilo\ developed. Doctor

CORRECTION
The story on head men's tennis coach Mel Purcell in the Sept. 6 issue of
The Murray State News incorrectly identified Purcell as the assistant coach.

'

approved. Frea Information by mall:
800-422·7320, ext. 213. 406-961-5570.
fait 406-961 ·55n. httpJ/wwW.vi&ion·
freedom.com Satislaetlon guaranteed.

home, Buy direct and save! Commercial
or home units from $199.00. Low
monthly payments. Free color catalog.
ean today 800-842·1305.

Wanted: People with Leadership &ldlls
and management abllibas. For an Excit·
lng below ground floor opportunity with
e multl·million dollar company Must be
teachable and witting to follow instructions. We ol!er the opportunity to retire
in 3·5 years wtth a six Hgure. To see if
you quahfy call Mr. Howard (502)354·
8008.

DIGITAL RCA SATELLITE SYSTEM •
No money down. $25.95 a month 1 year
free programming. 800·856-o936 9
am.· 8 p.m. Bad credit OK.

Sales Rep Needed · Immediate opening
at your university. Offering Exceptional
pay and very nexible hours. Call Accent
Screen Printing HlOQ.243-7841 .
$1000'1 POSSIBLE TYPING. Part
Time. At Home. Toll Free (1)800·898·
9n8 Ext. T·7508 for Listings.
SPRING BREAK '87 • SELL TRIPS,
EARN CASH, & GO FREE. STS 18 hlr·
ing CAMPUS REPS/GROUP ORGA·
NIZERS lo promote trips to Caocun,
Jamaica, and Aorlda Call 800-&48·
4849 lor Information on joining America's II Student Tour Openuor.
$1000'S
POSSIBLE
READING
BOOKS. Part Tlme. At Home. Toll Free.
(t)800-898-9ns Ext.R·7508 fOf List·
ings.
BE YOUR OWN BOSS • Earn $2,500
part-time, $8,000 fuD·tirne per month
processing Insurance claim& lor healthcare providers. Software purchasa
requtred plus computer. F=inanclng
available. 800-122·SAMS.
YOUR OWN TRAVEL AGENCY • Part
or full time . Eagle Travel, AmeriCa's
largest super agency, will establish local
agency. Great $$, free and low-cost
travel, unique tax benefit&. Trainlng,
cert1flcation for two. Sabre software.
Investment $6875. Financially capable,
successful, people-oriented applicants
only. Free video 800·993·0005 e)(ten·
sloli KY9.
GENERAL BUSINESS SERVICES.
INC. The •1 buSiness counseling fran·
ch1se ha& opportunities In Kentucky
available. Please call Charlie Baker
800·583·6181, x2505
WOLFF TANNING BEDS • Tan at .

.J

WOLFA WOLFF! WOLFF! • Factory
direct distributor offering the largest
variety In the Industry with over 50 dif•
ferent new model tanning beds to
choose from. 800-826-4252.
PRESSURE CL~NERS • Honda 3500
PSI, premium contractor duty, easy
start valve, adjustable pressure, all
attachments. loaded, save S300. clear·
ance $999. Factory direct call 80().931·
WASH (9274).20120
DIABETICS! • (usmg Insulin) Did you
know Medicare (or insurance) covers
most supplies? Save money • Call 80().
633·2001. Liberty Medical. Satisfaction
guaranteed. No HM .O . Memb9rs.. Mention 12040.
FIREFIGHTERS • Trainee program.
Llmlted openings. Must pass phyaical.
17·34 with high school diploma. Excellent pay and benefits. Paid training and
relOCation expenses.
80().284·
6289

can

COl DRIVERS (TractOflltailet) • Travel
first class with Werner Enterprises.
Vana, llats. TCU's, OTfl, Regional and
dediuled opportunities. Full benefit
package: Arst day health and dental,
401 K. Solo, all teams and ownero()!)8ra·
tors welcome, weekly pay and settle·
menta. Paid plates. tolls and scale ddt·
ets. Call toll free 800-346-2818.
COVENANT TRANSPORT • All con·
venllonal fteet. 435 Detroit 9 speed.
Dl)ltl<lx/reefer, avg. run 1850 mtlea,
benefits·AII the good stuff. E~tp. 800441·4394. Grad student 800·338·6428.
DRIVERS. EOE • GET HOME, GET
MILES, GET MONEY • Busy dispatch
needs flatbed drivers. Must have clean
drivtng record. Oilers a good paycheck,
benefits and late modal eqUipment.
Must be 24 years of age, 1 year OTR.
Mavenck Tranaportahon, Inc. 800·2891100.

$600 TO $800 PER WEEK WITH • No

alep8rlet'tce necesaaryt Now hiring lnd,.
vidual& Interested in beoomlng profes·
&ional trucll dnvers with training assistance available. Call. 800-467-3806.

Crew team head coach Steve Harchino displays one
of HSU's sculls In the Currls Center.

Crew team works
BY EDDIE GRANT
SPOflTS STAFF

W RITER

The University's crew team held its first conditioning workout of the year Thursday at Stewart Stadium
one day after head coach Steve Marchino held an
information fair about the team in the Curris Center's
Mississippi Room.
Marchino was pleased with the meeting's attendance, as approximately 60 students turned out to
learn more about becoming Murray State's first rowing squad.
Marchino, a Purdue University graduate who has
rowed for over four years, said all practices would be
held at Kenlake Resort Park, and transportation to
and from the practices would be provided. As far as
practice times, Marchino said he is still working ·
around the students' schedules.
Meanwhile, Marchino plans to attend a regatta
Oct.l9 in Knoxville, Tenn. Marchino said his team
may compete in the regatta depending on the amount
of "water time" the team gets. Other plans include
trips to regattas in Indiana and Louisiana, ns well as
possibly two more regattas to be organized by spring

available. No experience necessary.
Good drilling record. Serious Inquires
only. Call 800-378-2137

DRIVERS, INDUSTfiY LEADING BEN·
EATS - Great pay. high mnes, lncreaae
HAROLD IVES TfiUCKING • Hiring df'i. • after only 90 days. Late modal convenvera. Free driver training ..If you qualify.
llonals. teams or soto drivers. Con·Way
Truckload Services 800·555·CWTS
Student• welcome. Experience pay up
to 28C per mPe. Excellent benefits: 80().
(2987). EOE.
842~.

DRIVERS • SolOs, teams, grads. Top
pay to start loaded or empty. Pay for
experience. Benefits. 401 f<.- Assigned
equipment. 22, COL 'A' 800·833..0550,
7 days. ext EC·8.
FAIENOLY TOYS & GIFTS • Has open·
lngs for dealers. No cash Investment!
Fantastic toys. Exclusive gifts, horne
decor, Christmas items. Call for catalog
and infonnatlon. 800-488·4875.
DRIVER, COL • Class A Capable of
loading heavy construction equipment..
Apply at 1272 otd Fem Valley Road.
Louisville, Kentucky. Equal Opponunity
Employer.
MECHANIC· Experienced on construc-

tion equipment and truc:1ts Apply at
1272 Old Fern Valley Road. Louisville,
Kentucky. Equal Opponunity Employer.
FENCE ERECTORS • H1nng experi-

enced or trainees. Olivera liCense, drug

testing required. Good pay and benefits.
CaN Of wrde: West Mempll1s Fence Co •
P.O. Box 1565, West Memphis. AR
72303 501·735-1798. Subeontractors

also needed.

ATTENTION OVER THE ROAD DRI·
VERS • Excellent work environment,
excellent pay running late model con·
ventlonals. skied flatbeds, all air ride.
Home most weekends, health and life
insurance, must be 23 years old. 1 year
eJ<perlence. COL and good driving
record required. CaiiB00-444-6648.
DRIVERS, OTR • Advanced Distribution
System - Top provider of llatbed ser·
vicee offering to pay and $1 ,000 Sign-on
bonua to quality dnvarll. Call 800-6463438. ext. 1001. Owner Operator!! Wei·
come
COL IN 14 DAYS · Tractor trailer train·
lng. Cntieat dnvar shortage. Apply by
phone. Start this weekend Anancing

reedom Fest
Spring
City-wide
Yard Sale

Saturday, Sept.21 7 a.m. - 3 p.m.
100+ yard s.ales all over town!
Maps with sites of yard sales and descriptions
of items to be sold are available for $1 in the
Murray Tourism Commission office at the
Commerce Centre, 805 N. 12th St., on Sept.20
from 7:30 a.m. • 4:30 p.m.
and on Sept.21 from 6 a.m. - noon.
For more information, call759-2199 or 1·800-715·5004.

~ut

DRIVERS • Attn: OTR drivers with COL
& Class A. Action Carrier hiring for
reefer operation. Flexible home lime &
oomp pay. Call Skip at 800·294-3550.
CHRISTMAS
AROUND
THE
WORLD/HOUSE OF U.OYD PARTY
PLAN· last chance hiring for '98 sea·
son. Work commtssion. Booking parties
till December 1, Serious call 800·284·
2166.
OTR FLATBED DRIVERS NEEDED •
$300'81gn on bonus, 26C cents per mile,
paid vacations & jnsurance. Must be 22
'M1tl 1 year experience. Training avail·
able to driv1ng school Qlllduates. Drl·
vers average $37.000 Must have Class
A COL 800-245-2«2.
DRIVERS: · Single or ho3band and Wife
teams.. Small fleet contractor run
between Texas. South, MidWest. Con·
ventional watk-Ins. High mllea, good
benefits Call Hard RuMer Express
.
800-865·307 4.
ORGANIST • FOf one Sunday &ervice
and Wednesday night rehearsals With
choir director and choir. Resume:
Organist Search Comm1ttae. Prasby1er·
ian Chui'Ch. P.O. Box 1016, Henderson,
KY 42420.
IBECOME A MEDICAL TfiANSCRIP·
TIONIST • Opportunity to work at home
or In offlee typing for doctors. Home
study. Free literature. P.C.O.I., Atlanta ,
Georgia. 800·362·7070 Dept. YYK742.
NEED CASH? • Receiving payments?
Turn annuity, personal Injury claim.
mortgage, trust deed, lnhelitanca, mill·
tary retirement. work mans comp .• lot·
tery Into immediate cash. 24 hours and
weekends. 800·666-1498.
New double Wldes, owner flnancing.
Bankruptcy OK. Land or home pack·
ages avaUabte statewide Husky Homes
606-548·2455.

M()f!it.E HOME LOANS • 5~ down,
refinancing, equity loan. Free sellers
package, land or homo loans. Green
TrM Financial, 800-895-1000. Nation's
leading mobile home lender

FOR SALE
His/Her 5·speed SchwiM m•ddlewoight
bicycles wide-rim hres. CrUtsel'5 $150
each. Red 753·1176 after 5 p.m.
TV/Stereo cabinet. 4'x4' Oak $50. 7531176 after 5 p.m
\Computer IBM PS/1 Consultant
486SX·33 6MB RAM 14.4 Modem
Loads of software and C1Uzan GSX· 140
color printer $900 neg. call 759-4062 II
tntar861ed.
A BEAUTIFUL. CANDLELIGHT • Old·
fashiOned wedding. Smoky Mountains
near Gatlinburg, overlooking river.
hOfs&-drswn carriage , cabins, jacuzzi,
ordained ministers. No test or walling
HEARnANO 80().4448·8697 (VOWS) ,
MARRY ON A MOUNTAIN · Be married
In our magnlfteer\1 mountain:op chapel
surrounded by trees & awesome views
of the Smoklesl Pigeon Forge! For
reservations 800·729-4365.
PANAMA CITY BEAC!-1 • Sandpaper·
Beacon Beach Resort, $39 (t-4 per·
son). Restaurant, 3 pools (1 indoor), t1o1
tub. suites up to 10 people. kitchens
with microwaves, tiki bar,jet skis. para·
51Jhng. 800-488-8828.
A BEAUTIFUL CHRISTIAN MAR·
RIAGE • Gatlinburg's original wedding
tl'lapels (stnce 1980). Pl'lotography
music, nowers, limos, jactJzzi su1tos,
fireplaces. Weddings for any budget.
Rev. Ed Taytor 800·346·2779
FAIRY·TALE WEDDINGS • In Gatlin·
burg's most luxurious chapel. Complete
packages. fantastiC summer prices. All
wedding servlces. romantic honeymoon
suites, and reception& available, soo242·7115 Gatlinburg. Tcnn
WANTED TO BUY · Party wants to pur•
chase a tract of land suitable for hunting
lh!l tan. no recently cu1 over ~mberland.
502·683-0690

MSU Health Service offers
free confidential pregnancx
and STD testing
for further information dial

Heal
I tine
762-3809
Monday - Friday 8 a.m. - 4:30 p.m.
This service is funded by the
Purchase District Health Dept.

ARREST
•
Continued
from Page 1

WAITING TO EXHALE

and picked her up and carried
her for a little ways,• Green
said. -He alao knocked her to
the ground."
Public Safety officials were
uneure if Williams was their
auapect in the two cases.
-we thought at that time
with the description that
they'd (the women) ,liven, that
we already had the guy,•
Gnen ·aaid. -we took photo
of him. A photo line-up was
given and both women were
able to pick him out as the one
who grabbed them.•
On Sept. 17, Judge David
Barkingham served a warrant
for Williams' arrest in two
counts of third degree sexual
abuse.
Williams was arrested at his
place of employment in
Murray, and lodged in
Calloway County District Jail.
Bond was set at $5000. If
found guilty, Williams could
be fined $250 and ordered to
six months confinement for
each count of sexual abuse.
The preliminary hearing
date has not been set.

a

BAND
Continued from Page 1

A. far as the eong '"Big Apple Cafe,"' Berryman
said it ia self-explanatory.
•Joeh and I are concerned with the way words
roll oft' the tongue. We include a lot of alliteration
and usonance-all those things you learn in
Engliah," Brown said. "''t's poetry in motion."
"We also do a lot with rhythm and counting
syllables. Art ia always concerned with vocabulary," he said. "That is really important in the
world of communication. If you can't talk intellipntly you cannot get your foot in the door. When
we talk to people that have to do with our success, I think we come across pretty well, not as
average rock and rollers. Not that rock and roll
people are not intelligent, but I've met a lot who
can't communicate."
All five band members are either Murray State
students or graduates and hold degreee in a variety of fields from art to physics.
The Shack-Shakers were created a year and a
half ago from various bands. '"We were all really
aood friends," Berryman said. "People moved
and graduated so we picked and chose the ones
that got along and had the same goals.•
In addition to cutting their first CD, the group

MISSING FUNDS
Continued from Page 1

ently not connected to SGA
"'We received a charge from
Wal-Mart for things we didn't
buy," Somerville said. "The
receipt was signed by someone
none of us had ever heard of.
That ia where my concern is.
I'm afraid someone just walked

Andy Lee/Senior Pflotosrapher

Jennifer Smith, Junior from Dan¥11... swims laps In the Carr Haith Bulldlna Wednesday afternoon.

ATTACK

has also been named Nashville's Beat Unsigned
Blues Band in a competition held by the Muaic
City Bluee Society.
Upright baaa player, Todd Andenon said they
sent in a demo and the Society aelected them as
one of nine banda to compete.
-rhree banda competed each night for three
nights and the beat played on the fourth night
and we won,• he laid.
-we did not expect to
Berryman said.
"We had hoped to, but the competition was pretty rough. It WBSIJ'Ut to win, though. That opens
a lot of doors for us in Nashville. It shows that
somebody respectable likes you."
As a result of the award, the Shack-Shakers
'r eceived an all-expenses paid trip to the
International Best Unsigned Blues Band
Contest in Memphis where they will compete
against bands from the United States and
Europe.
The band'a lateet project is to record live at the
Blr Apple. Bl'owlllldlt they 'WbUM Ute to make a
live recording when they play there Saturday. If
not, Brown said they want to record during their
next performance there.
-rhe Big Apple ia kind ol lib home to ua.
That's where it all atarted." Brown said. -rhere's
Iota of en8J'8Y. All of us kids always go wild. It's
just a great place to record.•

in and said 'I'm with SGA,' and
Wal-Mart filled out the rest"
He said that this incident
has changed the way they
charge things with Wal-Mart.
"Since that incident, there is
no buying on account.," he said.
"They have to have a cnKUt
card, which is controlled by
Jeannie Morgan and myself.~

Continued from Page 1
-. never thought this would
happen to me,• ah~ said. •1
knew it happened, but I
ahraya thought I'd be safe. It
eould've been worse, but this
man took away a sense of safety and MCUrity I had. No matter what sentence he receives,
it can't replace that."
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753-2061

Discount haircuts with MSU 10.
Come and see Bobbie for all of your
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Melanie Vincent, your Heart Sister
Loves You!!!
Thanks to

Attn: Students

. Rebecca Rodell &
Belinda Vandergriff
for an awesome Retreat.

Congratulations to our New Officers
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Your Racer Card is gaining
popularity!!
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problems with
you try to use the library, or attend
the next Racer football game!!

